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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

EFFECT OF A 12-WEEK HOME-BASED NEUROMUSCULAR ELECTRICAL
STIMULATION TREATMENT ON CLINICAL OUTCOMES FOLLOWING
ARTICULAR CARTILAGE KNEE SURGERY
Articular cartilage defects in the knee are common, and can result in pain,
decreased function and decreased quality of life. Untreated defects are considered to be a
risk factor for developing osteoarthritis, a progressive degenerative joint disease with
minimal treatment options. To address these issues, various surgical procedures are
available to treat articular cartilage defects in the knee. While these procedures overall
have positive results, after surgery patients experience large and persistent deficits in
quadriceps strength. A contributing factor to this post-surgical weakness is believed to be
the extended post-operative non-weight bearing period, with full weight bearing not
initiated until approximately 4 – 6 weeks after surgery. During this non-weight bearing
period a minimal amount of demand is placed upon the muscle. Subsequently, the
quadriceps muscle undergoes a large degree of atrophy with a significant decrease in
muscle strength. Muscular strength deficits reduce the knee joint stability, also increasing
the risk of osteoarthritis development. Interventions that can be used to facilitate
quadriceps strength while protecting the articular cartilage repair are needed.
Neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) is an effective post-knee surgery
rehabilitation technique to regain quadriceps musculature. In recent years manufactures
have been developing knee sleeve garments integrated with NMES allowing for
portability of the NMES treatment.
The primary aim of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of a 12-week
home-based neuromuscular electrical stimulation treatment on post-surgical clinical
outcomes (quadriceps strength, lower extremity function, and patient reported outcomes)
after articular cartilage knee surgery. Patients were randomized between a standard of
care home-treatment group and a NMES home-treatment group. Patients completed
isometric quadriceps strength testing, the Y-balance test, and the Knee Injury and
Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) before surgery and at 3-months after surgery. The
secondary aims of this study were to determine the most effective NMES parameters for
post-surgical quadriceps strength; and to develop a framework to identify factors that
may influence a patient’s adherence to a prescribed therapy program.

From our results we can make several conclusions. First, we found only a small
number of studies utilize similar parameters for post-surgical quadriceps strength
treatments. The majority of the parameters reported in the literature were highly variable
between studies. Second, clinicians can utilize the expanded Health Belief Model to
identify situational and personal factors unique to a patient that may impact adherence to
a prescribed treatment. Clinicians can then implement the proposed interventional
strategies to address the identified situational and personal factors. Finally, there was no
difference in quadriceps strength, lower extremity function, or self-reported scores at 3month between a home-based NMES treatment and a standard of care home-based
treatment. Patients’ adherence to the treatment protocols may have been a major factor
contributing to these results. Utilizing a model, such as the proposed expanded Health
Belief Model, may assist clinicians in improving a patients’ adherence to future
prescribed home-treatment programs.
KEYWORDS: Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation, Osteochondral Allograft,
Quadriceps Strength, Patient Reported Outcomes, Adherence

Caitlin E Whale Conley
April 17th, 2017
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Introduction
Background
Articular cartilage, comprised of hyaline cartilage, is a connective tissue lining the
bone ends of diarthrodial joints. During joint loading articular cartilage provides a
lubricating surface to reduce friction.1 The cartilage has a smooth, white, and shiny
appearance that is firm when palpated inter-operatively.1 The tissue is devoid of vascular
supply, nerves, or lymphatic drainage. Thus, the ability to heal itself when damaged is
severely diminished.1,2
Patients with articular cartilage defects frequently present with pain, swelling, and
mechanical symptoms.3 However, reported symptoms between patients are inconsistent
or simply absent making diagnosis problematic.4 Articular cartilage injuries are
commonly diagnosed through patient history, physical examination, and imaging (x-rays
and magnetic resonance imaging).5 While the previously listed diagnostic techniques are
helpful in a diagnosis, arthroscopic evaluation is currently considered the gold standard
for evaluating possible articular cartilage injuries.4
Articular cartilage defects are common with 60-66% of patients undergoing an
arthroscopic surgery documented to have the presence of a lesion.4,6-8 The articular
surface of the patella and the medial femoral condyle had the largest percentage of
documented lesions.4,6-8 In this study, the size of the lesions highly varied from less than
0.5cm2 to greater than 4cm.4,6 Patients found to have lesions were overall younger in age
with an average age around 40 years old.6,7 Furthermore, a large percentage (34%) of
patients were between the ages of 21 – 30yrs. A higher prevalence (61.6-66%) of lesions
was seen in males compared to females.6,7
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Articular cartilage lesions are classified based upon structural characteristics of
the defect. The outerbridge classification and the ICRS scales are two common grading
scales utilized when evaluating articular cartilage.5,9,10 While the outerbridge
classification may be more widely utilized the ICRS scale may provide a more complete
description of the defect.5 Both classification systems are scaled from 1 to 4, however
the ICRS scale includes subset distinctions.9,10 The ICRS scale expands upon the
characteristics originally included in the Outerbridge scale to include the depth of the
lesion (Table 1.1).9 The majority of lesions found during arthroscopic evaluations were
classified as either an Outerbridge classification grade II,6 Outerbridge classification
grade III7 or an ICRS classification grade4. According to the ICRS classification a grade
III or larger would be considered to be a full thickness lesion requiring a repair or
restoration procedure.8,11 If the defect is not treated patients are left with a defect in their
knee that resembles a pothole in a highway. Furthermore, lesions left untreated have
been found to be a risk factor for increasing the progression of Osteoarthritis (OA).12-14
Table 1.1: International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) articular cartilage defect grading
scale9,10
Grade
0

Property
Normal cartilage

1
2

Superficial lesions, fissures and cracks, soft indentation
Fraying, lesions extending down to <50% of cartilage depth

3

Partial loss of cartilage thickness, cartilage defects
extending down >50% of cartilage depth as well as down
to calcified layer

4

Complete loss of cartilage thickness, bone on

Osteoarthritis is a progressive degenerative joint disease estimated to impact 31
approximately million people.15 Currently there are few treatment options available to
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address OA. Currently, intra-articular injections and surgical joint replacements are the
most common options. Examples of surgical joint replacement procedures frequently
implemented are total knee replacements, unicondylar replacements, or patellofemoral
arthroplasties. In patients over 45 years of age, it is estimated that over 600,000 total
knee replacements are performed a year.15 In 2007 the total estimated cost of total knee
arthroplasty surgeries performed was $9.2 billion.16 While these surgical procedures are
successful in treating end-stage OA they have limited longevity and are frequently
reserved for older individuals. Thus, limited treatment options are available for younger
individuals.
Cartilage repair and restoration procedures are available to decrease the risk of
early OA progression and the symptoms associated with a cartilage defect. Surgical
treatments for articular cartilage lesions vary from marrow stimulating techniques
(microfracture), to cell-based treatment (ACI or particulated juvenile tissue), to
osteochondral transplantation (allograft and autograft). The decision regarding which
surgical technique is appropriate is based on multiple factors such as size, depth, and
location of the lesion. Additionally, surgeons take into consideration what surgical
treatment will not be detrimental if further cartilage surgeries are required. The treatment
algorithm frequently applied begins with a marrow stimulating technique for smaller
more shallow lesions and progresses to other cartilage treatments such as cell-based
treatments or osteochondral allografts.17 Osteochondral allograft transplantation
procedures are considered the last salvage procedure available if prior repairs to the
articular cartilage fail.18 However, this procedure is also implemented if the patient
initially presents with a large and deep lesion involving the subchondral bone.18
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Nevertheless, all the procedures aim to restore the articular cartilage surface with a
cartilage-like or donor cartilage material. Ultimately the goal is to delay a patient’s need
for further knee surgery, such as a total knee replacement.
The success of different cartilage surgical procedures has mainly been
documented through procedure survival rates and patient reported outcomes.19,20 Patient
reported outcomes (PROs) are questionnaires regarding surgical outcomes that are
completed by the patients. Patient reported outcomes provide a subjective report on
outcomes that are valued by the patient (such as function, quality of life, and pain) after a
surgical procedure. Patient reported outcome (PRO) instruments provide clinicians a
method to evaluate outcomes after knee surgery in a method that is noninvasive and
easily administered.
Common PROs in the cartilage literature vary from knee specific to general health
forms to activity scales. Examples of knee specific PROs are: the Knee Injury and
Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS), Western Ontario and McMaster Universities
Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC), International Knee Documentation Committee
Subjective Knee Form (IKDC), Lysholm Scale, and the Cincinnati Knee Score.21
Examples of general health PROs are: The Medical Outcomes Study Short-Form 12 or 36
items (SF-12, SF-36), the Veterans RAND 12 or 36 Health Survey (VR-23, VR-36 ), and
the EuroQoL-5 Dimensions (EQ-5D).21 Examples of activity scales are: Tegner activity
score or the Marx activity rating scale.21 Many of these instruments (the KOOS, IKDC,
WOMAC, Lysholm, and SF-36 to name a few) have been validated and are reliable in the
articular cartilage population.22-25
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Additionally, clinicians can use PROs to document a patient’s progression over
time after surgery. Specifically, clinicians can focus on a PRO’s responsiveness, the
ability of a instrument to detect changes over time.26,27 The responsiveness of an
instrument can be reported with statistical approaches such as effect size, minimal
detectable change, and minimally clinically important differences calculations.28
Minimally clinically important difference (MCID) is an approach that can assist a
clinician in determining if the change that occurred is clinically meaningful to the
patient.29 Interestingly, the responsiveness of a PRO will vary between PRO instruments
and can vary between surgical population.30 Thus, it is important for clinicians to be
familiar with the PRO instrument implemented and the patient population being treated.
In the articular cartilage population the IKDC, Lysholm, KOOS, SF-36 PCS, and
the Modified Cincinnati Knee Rating System (MCKRS) have been found to be overall
responsive.31 More specifically, the IKDC and the Lysholm have been found to be the
most responsive, defined by the large effect sizes across all time points, in patients
undergoing an autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI).31 When comparing the
IKDC and KOOS instruments in a varied sample of articular cartilage patients both were
found to include questions important to articular cartilage patients.32 The International
Knee Documentation Committee Subjective Knee Form (IKDC) is an 18 item knee
specific questionnaire that measures symptoms, function, and sport activity.33,34 The
KOOS is a 42-question knee-specific questionnaire comprised of 5 individual subscales:
Pain (9 items), Symptoms (7 items), Activities of Daily Living (ADL) (17 items), Sport
and Recreation (5 items), and Knee-Related Quality of Life (QOL) (4 items).35,36 The
IKDC was found to have a slight advantage over the KOOS in symptoms and functional
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disability.32 However, the ability of the KOOS to provide information on specific
constructs represented in the subscales is a benefit not achievable with the IKDC.21,31
When focusing on the 5 KOOS subscales rather than the individual questions of the
KOOS the sports/recreation subscale and the quality of life subscale were both found to
be important to patients and include events frequently experienced by patients.32
Additionally, the sport/recreation and quality of life subscales have been found to be the
most responsive KOOS subscales in articular cartilage patients.37
Cartilage surgery outcomes are positive when measured by patient reported
outcomes; however evaluating how a patient is actually able to perform functional tasks
or produce muscle strength has had minimal focus. Over the last 10 years there has been
an increased focus on patients’ strength and function after articular cartilage surgery38
with the largest upsurge occurring in the past 6 years. This research, in addition to the
PRO research, is critical for illustrating a complete picture of patients’ outcomes after
articular cartilage surgery.
Surprisingly, the picture that has become apparent related to regaining strength
and function after such articular cartilage procedures is that, while improvements have
been seen, substantial deficits in function and strength persist up to 7 years after
surgery.38 Deficits in function are observed with both high impact and low impact
activities. While there is ongoing discussion regarding the most appropriate limb
symmetry index value, less than 85-90% is thought to be unfavorable.39-41 Deficits in
function, assessed via a battery of high impact one limb hop tests (single-limb hop,
crossover hop, and single-limb time hop) have been documented in patients undergoing
either a microfracture and an ACI procedure.42 Patients who underwent an ACI did not
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surpass the desired 85% until 2 years after surgery.42 Conversely, microfracture patients
were able to surpass the 85% value in all tests, but not until approximately 9 months after
surgery.42 Additionally, in ACI patients functional impairments have been documented
with lower demand activities, such as walking. Specifically, ACI patients who
underwent a matrix-induced ACI procedure were found to walk slower and with less
knee flexion compared to a control group.43 Furthermore, when compared to preoperative values deficits in walking have been documented in ACI patients up to 6
months after surgery.44
Furthermore, deficits in quadriceps strength are reported to be persistent and
significant. Quadriceps strength has primarily been measured through isokinetic
testing.38 This form of testing is reliable and considered the gold standard; being ideal for
isolating the quadriceps muscle throughout a range of motion.45 In articular cartilage
patients quadriceps strength deficits as large as 70-77% are reported at 1 year and as large
as 73-86% at 4 and 5 years post-surgical, when compared bilaterally.46,47 Overall,
muscles weakness is detrimental to the joint as the generation of force is critical for
function and joint stability.48 Therefore, if functional activities are performed before the
muscle is able to stabilize the joint the patients’ joint health is at risk.48 Furthermore,
muscle weakness has been found to be a risk factor for Osteoarthritis.49,50 Therefore,
patients who initially present with a symptomatic cartilage defect requiring treatment are
continually stuck in a cycle where they are at risk of osteoarthritis progression even
though a surgical intervention was performed.
After a cartilage repair or restoration procedure a standard rehabilitation protocol
is prescribed to restore strength and function. A unique factor in the rehabilitation
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protocol is a long non-weight bearing period. Commonly full weight bearing is not
achieved until 8-12 weeks after surgery.51 This non-weight bearing period is prescribed
to protect the repair tissue.51 However, the delayed non-weight bearing is believed to
contribute to large quadriceps strength deficits seen post-operatively.51 Therapeutic
interventions such a neuromuscular electrical stimulation have been found to be effective
in regaining quadriceps strength after knee surgery.52,53 Therefore, it is necessary to
investigate if such interventions aid in decreasing the degree of strength lost during the
non-weight bearing period immediately after surgery.
Significance/Purpose
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate available rehabilitation treatment
options for addressing post-surgical quadriceps weakness after articular cartilage surgery.
Additionally, researchers wanted to develop a model to explain a patients’ adherence to a
health care provider’s recommendations.
Specific aims
Specific Aim 1: To determine the most effective neuromuscular electrical stimulation
(NMES) treatment parameters for post-operative quadriceps strength.

Specific Aim 2: To propose a theoretical framework for influencing adherence to a postsurgical rehabilitation. From this aim we will (1) provide health care providers with a set
of guidelines to systematically identify situational and personal factors that may impact
the rehabilitation process and (2) propose interventions to address the factors identified.
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Specific Aim 3: To evaluate the effect of a 12-week home-based neuromuscular electrical
stimulation treatment program compared to the standard of care on isometric quadriceps
strength, functional performance, and subjective function at 3-month post-surgery in
articular cartilage patients. We hypothesize that a post-operative home-based NMES
treatment will result in greater isometric quadriceps strength, improved lower extremity
function and reported subjective function at 3-months when compared to the current
standard of care treatment.
Overview
This dissertation is organized in the following order. Chapter 2 is a systematic
review of the most effective neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) parameters for
regaining post-operative quadriceps strength. Chapter 3 is a theoretical paper presenting
a model for how health care clinicians can affect adherence to prescribed treatments, both
at home and in clinic settings. Chapter 4 is a randomized clinical trial investigating the
effects of a home-based NMES treatment on 3-month isometric quadriceps strength,
lower extremity function and subjective function in articular cartilage patients.
Operational Definitions
Patient reported outcomes (PRO):
Self- reported outcome measures that come directly from the patient’s perspective.
Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation (ACI)
An Autologous chondrocyte implantation is a two-step cartilage procedure. During the
first step the patient undergoes an arthroscopic evaluation where chondrocyte cells are
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harvested from a non-weight bearing surface of the knee. The harvested cells are grown
in a lab and subsequently implanted in the symptomatic lesion during a second surgery.
Osteochondral Allograft procedure (OCA)
An Osteochondral allograft procedure is a cartilage procedure where a plug from a donor
condyle is harvested and then implanted into the location of the symptomatic lesion.
Particulated Juvenile Tissue (Denovo)
A cell-based one-stage cartilage procedure that is similar to an autologous chondrocyte
implantation. Particulated juvenile allograft tissue is implanted into the location of the
symptomatic cartilage defect after the defect area has been prepared.
Assumptions:
1. Patients exerted maximal effort when completing the functional Y-Balance Test
and strength testing via maximal voluntary isometric contraction.
2. Patients answered all patient reported outcome questionnaires honestly.
Delimitations:
1. Participants in the randomized clinical trial (chapter 4) were patients who
underwent an articular cartilage repair or restoration procedure in the knee.
2. Patients in the randomized clinical trial (Chapter 4) will be recruited from one
active center for cartilage repair and restoration.
3. Patients participating in the randomized clinical trial, chapter 4, were provided a
standardized physical therapy protocol. However, physical therapy services were
provided by multiple clinics and the therapy was not controlled.
4. One clinician conducted all testing for outcome measures of interest in the
randomized clinical trial (Chapter 4.)
10

Limitations
1. Patients in the randomized clinical trial (Chapter 4) were not blinded to the
treatment group due to the sensation experienced with the experimental
intervention.
2. The researchers were not able to objectively document treatment adherence for
patients in the standard of care treatment group. Both treatment groups completed
patient diaries to document treatment adherence.
3. Patients were instructed to continually increase the intensity level of the NMES
intervention. However, the intensity level of the interventional treatment (NMES
treatment) was not quantified against the patient’s maximal voluntary isometric
contraction (MVIC) during the course of the treatment. Therefore, the percentage
of the MVIC stimulated by the treatment intensity level varied between patients.
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A Comparison of Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation (NMES) Parameters
for Post-surgical Quadriceps Strength in Patients After Knee Surgery: A Systematic
Review
Introduction:
Knee pathologies such as anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears, meniscal
injuries and chondral injuries are frequently treated with surgical interventions to address
symptoms or improve the overall health of the joint. One consequence of knee surgery is
the subsequent quadriceps weakness experienced by patients.54,55 Strength deficits
greater than 20% are often reported years after surgery.38,55 This is concerning because
muscles are responsible for providing joint stability and initiating movements.48
Furthermore, a decrease in joint stability increases the risk of damaging the joint
further.56
Neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) is utilized to target quadriceps
weakness by assisting the muscle’s ability to elicit a contraction. Electrical stimulation
generates a muscle contraction by activating the motor units for the target muscle.57
Electrical stimulation of the nerve results in an action potential which causes
depolarization of the membrane of the muscle fiber and a release of calcium from the
sarcoplasmic reticulum.57 The effectiveness of NMES to activate motor units and induce
a muscle contraction has led to this modality being used in the rehabilitation setting to
address muscle weakness and atrophy.
The overall goal of NMES is to elicit a strong contraction of the quadriceps
muscle with minimal pain for the patient. The NMES parameters and setup options can
be adjusted based upon the clinician’s goals during the treatment and/or to modify the
patient’s experience during treatment. Pain, one form of a patient experience, is
12

frequently a limiting factor in the treatment protocol.58,59 Therefore, educating a patient
to expect a degree of discomfort is important during NMES. The goal is to achieve a
strong contraction to overload the muscle repetitively while trying to prevent excessive
muscle fatigue. NMES parameter selection can assist a clinician to achieve a balance
between muscle overload and the patient’s ability to tolerate the NMES treatment.
Favorable results after a NMES treatment protocol have been reported.60 After a
6-week NMES treatment program patients were reported to recover approximately 70%
of their quadriceps strength.61 Conversely, other studies have reported no benefit from an
NMES treatment.62 A factor contributing to the inconsistent results is theorized to be the
wide variety of parameters and patient set-up options used among NMES treatments.60
Understanding the most effective parameters for recovering quadriceps strength after
surgery is important so that treatment effectiveness can be maximized. Therefore, the
purpose of this review was to investigate the most effective parameters (waveform,
treatment time, patient position, initiation of treatment, frequency, intensity) of a NMES
treatment protocol designed to target post-surgical quadriceps weakness.
Methods:
Searches were performed during May 2016 using the following electronic
databases: PubMed, CINAHL, MEDLINE, and SportsDiscus (Table 2.1). All titles and
abstracts identified from the search strategy were reviewed to determine study inclusion.
Lastly, a manual search by hand was performed from the references of the included
articles. If the information provided in the abstract was not sufficient for a decision
regarding inclusion or exclusion the article was retrieved and reviewed in its entirety.
Selection Criteria:
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Based upon the Center for Evidence Based Medicine (CEBM) hierarchy for
studies examining Treatment Benefits, studies classified as level 2 were included in this
review.63 The CEBM hierarchy ranges from 1 to 5 where a level 5 represents a low level
of evidence and a level 1 represents the best level of evidence.63 Limits were set to
include English-language and human based articles. Included studies were required to
have measured volitional quadriceps strength and report the NMES parameters utilized.
Additionally, the included studies were required to include a control group that did not
receive any form of a NMES treatment and instead performed voluntary quadriceps
muscle contractions. Studies were excluded if they did not measure volitional quadriceps
strength, and/or applied NMES to other muscles in addition to the quadriceps. These
exclusions were chosen to isolate the effect of a NMES treatment applied directly to the
quadriceps on post-surgical quadriceps strength. Lastly, studies were excluded if postintervention means and standard deviations were not available. In the instance authors
did not report means and standard deviations the authors were contacted to obtain the
information.
Assessment of Methodological Quality:
An assessment of the methodological quality was performed utilizing the
Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) scale.64 The PEDro scale consists of 11
questions; however, only questions 2-11 are utilized for the total score calculation.
Therefore, the PEDro is based upon a 10 point scale with higher score (10) reflecting a
high-quality study. A study with a score greater than or equal to 6 was considered to be
of moderate to high quality.65 Two independent reviewers (CWC and KNJ) assessed the
quality of evidence for each article using the PEDro criteria. Once each reviewer had
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completed the independent assessment of the articles they met to discuss any
disagreement. There was no disagreement between the authors.
Strength of Recommendation:
Strength of recommendation was assessed utilizing the Strength of
Recommendation Taxonomy (SORT).66 The strength of recommendation is evaluated
with grades A, B and C.66 According to the taxonomy a C is a recommendation based
upon case series, consensus, disease oriented evidence, or expert opinion.66 A B
recommendation is given when there is inconsistent or limited quality patient-oriented
evidence. 66 Lastly, a recommendation strength of an A is given to consistent good
quality patient-oriented evidence.66
Data Extraction:
From each study the intervention parameters, administration instructions, and
quadriceps strength measures (isometric or isokinetic) were extracted and input into an
Excel spreadsheet by the primary author (CWC). The NMES treatment intervention
parameters consisted of: treatment volume, treatment duration, duty cycle, pulse duration,
frequency, intensity, ramp time, patient position, and if a voluntary muscular contraction
was performed concurrent to the stimulation. Secondly, means and standard deviations
for quadriceps strength at baseline and post-treatment intervention were extracted. One
article67 presented strength means and standard deviations in a graph. The means and
standard deviations were extracted from the graph utilizing a digital caliper (Mitutoyo,
Kawasaki, Japan).68
Data Analysis:
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Hedges’s g effect size and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated to
determine the effect of the treatment on quadriceps strength. Effect size calculations
were interpreted as small 0.2, moderate 0.5, and large 0.8.69 Statistically significant
treatment effects occurred where the CI did not contain zero. To further aid in the
interpretation of the post-treatment effect sizes, and account for potential group
differences, pre-intervention effect sizes and effect size change scores were calculated
when possible. The pre-intervention effect sizes are calculated aid in understanding if the
post-intervention effect sizes are due to the intervention or dissimilarity between groups
at baseline.
Results:
The search strategy resulted in 488 articles from the specified databases
(Table 2.1). A total of 296 duplicate articles were excluded, an additional 155 articles
were excluded based upon title and abstract. From the remaining 37 articles a total of 7
studies were included in this review (Figure 2.1).53,67,70-74 The PEDro scores for the 7
articles ranged from a 2 to 7 with an average of 5 (Table 2.2). There was no
disagreement between the two independent reviewers. No study blinded the subjects or
the treatment administrators (criteria 5 & 6). The majority of studies failed to conceal
group allocation (criteria 3), include a baseline group assessment (criteria 4), and/or blind
the assessor of the key outcome (criteria 7).
Study Characteristics:
Individual study characteristics are presented in Table 2.3. Five articles applied
the NMES treatment to ACL patients67,70-73, 1 to TKA patients53, and 1 to meniscectomy
patients74. Patients (ACL) in 2 articles72,73 were casted during the post-operative NMES
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treatment. Quadriceps strength was measured through isometric testing at various knee
angles including 30°, 60°, 75°, and 90° in 5 studies,53,67,71-73 and with isokinetic testing at
speeds of 90°/s, 120°/s, 180°/s, 240°/s, and 300°/s in 2 studies70,74.
Baseline effect sizes varied for the included studies. Baseline effects sizes were
not measurable for two studies72 as no baseline measures were reported. For the
remaining 5 studies, baseline effect sizes for two studies were close to 0,53,70 with the
remaining three as follows: Lieber et al = -0.3667, Wigerstad-Lossing et al = 0.2973, and
Williams et al = 0.71 – 0.7874 (Table 2.3).
Pre-Post effect size change scores are presented in Figure 2.2 to aid in
interpretation of the post-operative treatment effect. Post-intervention quadriceps
strength measures were found to statistically improve in 4 of the 7 studies.53,70,71,73
However, effect sizes calculated for each time point tested and each strength assessment
resulted in a ranges of -0.37 to 1.03 (Figure 2.2).53,70,71 Statistically significant moderate
to large effect sizes were found in 3 studies.53,70,73 The post-intervention effect sizes for
both Lieber et al67 (-0.37) and Williams et al74 (0.65 - 0.89) did not largely differ from the
baseline effect sizes (-0.36 and 0.71 – 0.78 respectively). Therefore, it can be interpreted
that the intervention in both studies had a limited effect on post-surgical quadriceps
strength. Furthermore, the CIs for a large majority of the effect sizes did cross zero;
however overall there was a favorable trend for the effect of NMES on post-operative
quadriceps strength when compared to the standard of care treatment.
Treatment Parameters:
The treatment administration set-up and parameters can be found in Table 2.4 and
Table 2.5. Overall the parameter varied between studies preventing a meta-analysis from
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being able to be conducted. Only two studies53,73 reported all the NMES parameters of
interest for this review. Commonly studies failed to report pulse duration, current type
and/or waveform shape, and electrode pad size. The majority of studies consistently
utilized an intensity level of maximal toleration. When setting the intensity all studies
but one67 instructed the patients to continually increase the intensity. The devices used
to deliver the NMES treatment varied between battery operated53,70,72,73 and AC volt
powered67,71,74. Specific duty cycle ratios were highly varied between studies; however,
contraction/relaxation ratios around 1:267,70,73 and 1:353,61,72 were most frequently utilized.
All but one study utilized a two electrode pad placement, with Feil et al70 utilizing a four
electrode pad placement in one intervention group (group 1). Predominantly a frequency
of 50Hz53,67,70,74 was utilized and, when reported, a pulse duration of 250-300μsec53,67,70.
The NMES treatment was most commonly implemented during the first post-surgical
week.53,70,72,73
Discussion:
Quadriceps weakness after surgery is a common issue clinicians face during the
rehabilitation process. Regaining quadriceps strength after surgery is a focus during
rehabilitation, for quadriceps weakness has been found to increase joint loading75 and
contribute to the development of osteoarthritis76. In this review effect sizes for NMES as
compared to control group on post-surgical quadriceps strength ranged from small (-0.37)
to large (1.03). Nonetheless, out of the seven53,67,70-74 included studies 4 studies53,70,71,73
reported a statistical improvement in post-surgical quadriceps strength. From the 4
studies, Feil et al (group 1)70, Stevens-Lapsely et al53, and Wingerstad-Lossing et al73
showed the largest between group post-operative effect sizes (0.61 – 1.03). The study by
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Fitzgerald et al71 had a moderate post-operative effect size (.47). However, a baseline
effect size was unable to be calculated with in turned limited our interpretation of the
between group post-operative effect size. While these results align with other
reviews60,77,78 supporting NMES as a positive post-surgical treatment directed at
regaining quadriceps strength, little focus has been placed on the most effective
parameter settings.
This review sought to evaluate the most effective NMES parameters for
recovering post-surgical quadriceps strength. Evaluation of the included articles revealed
large variations in the parameters selected for the NMES treatments. However, when
evaluating the NMES parameters in studies with large effect sizes some similarities were
observed regarding treatment initiation time, intensity level, electrode size, frequency and
dosage of the NMES treament.53,70,73 All studies implemented the NMES treatment
during the first week post-operative at an intensity level of maximum toleration.53,70,73
Feil et al70 and Stevens-Lapsely et al53 both used large electrodes (>90cm2), a frequency
of 50Hz, and prescribed NMES multiple times per day. Of the remaining parameters,
there were several inconsistencies among the studies thus a consensus about the effects of
these parameters on quadriceps strength were not possible. However, the similarities
noted among the available parameters provide a good indication for the optimal
parameter selections that may be advantageous for recovering quadriceps strength after
surgery. Each of these parameters will be discussed in further detail below.
Intensity of the NMES treatment is one of the more difficult parameters to control
due to the limiting factor of patient comfort. However intensity is emerging as one of the
most important parameters for regaining quadriceps strength. A linear relationship is
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reported to exist between the level of intensity during an NMES treatment and the
amount of quadriceps strength recovered.52,79,80 Furthermore high intensity levels have
been associated with both increased cortical activity81 and increased muscle cross
sectional activation which resulted in greater muscle torque82. All of the above findings
would suggest that to maximize a NMES treatment on post-operative quadriceps strength
the intensity should be set to a high level. In addition, when selecting a high intensity
level participants have been found to adapt to the intensity level over time.83 Therefore,
to further derive benefit from the treatment the participant should continually increase the
intensity. While all studies in this review implemented maximum toleration
intensity53,67,70-74, one study did not progressively increase the intensity level which may
have contributed to the lack of a difference between groups67. Therefore, to maximize
motor unit recruitment to achieve a muscle contraction a high intensity level should be
applied, and the intensity ought to be progressively increased as tolerated.
While less is known about the effect of the NMES frequency and the timing of the
NMES treatment on quadriceps strength, the literature appears to align with the
similarities found between the studies with positive results. Based upon the property of
summation, a higher frequency (>30Hz) is necessary to sustain a tetanic contraction.57
Furthermore the contraction produced by the higher frequencies (50Hz and 100Hz) is
reported to be more comfortable.58 All the included studies utilized a frequency greater
than 30Hz, however, they did not all have a positive effect on quadriceps strength. The
studies with positive effects used frequencies of 50Hz53,70, 30Hz73, and 75Hz71.
Consequently clinicians are left with a wide range of available frequencies. At this time a
conclusion regarding a specific frequency is difficult to make from the studies reviewed.
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However, it has been recommended that clinicians utilize a frequency closer to 50Hz in
order to minimize excessive fatigue.57 Therefore, when choosing a frequency it is
recommended that a frequency closer to 50Hz be implemented and the other parameters
(duty cycle and pulse duration) be adjusted to minimize excessive fatigue.
Lastly, the results suggest that the timing of treatment initiation may impact
quadriceps strength. In the reviewed studies the NMES treatment was initiated anywhere
from 2 days after surgery to almost a month after surgery. The studies with the largest
effect sizes initiated the NMES treatment within the first 4 days after surgery. 53,70,73
There was less consistency when evaluating the length of the NMES treatment. Of the
studies with large effect sizes, two of the studies53,73 prescribed a 6-week NMES
treatment while the remaining study70 prescribed a 12-week treatment. The effect of
NMES on post-operative quadriceps strength over time is presented in Figure 2.3. While
the effect sizes highly vary, the overall effect size for initiating a NMES treatment
immediately after surgery is moderate. As time progresses to 3 and 6 months the effect
of NMES on quadriceps strength appears to become smaller. However, given that many
of the studies did not measure quadriceps strength beyond 6 months, it is difficult to
predict the longer term impacts. Furthermore, only 4 studies53,70-72 measured quadriceps
strength over time. Thus, it appears the largest effects of a NMES treatment is seen when
the treatment is implemented during the first 4 days postoperative, however more
research should be conducted to evaluate the residual effect of NMES.
It is theorized that the early positive effect of NMES on quadriceps strength may
be attributed to characteristics immediately after surgery, such as muscle activation
failure and neuroplastic changes at the cortical level, that impair the ability to generate a
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muscle contraction post-surgical.84,85 The external stimulation generated by an NMES
treatment is believed to assist the muscle in achieving a full contraction when activation
failure is present.55,85 In addition, the act of performing a volitional contraction during
NMES stimulation may be beneficial based upon neuroplasticity principles. For
example, introducing a new activity and placing attention on the given task, such as
contracting the quadriceps, can increase the motor maps within the cortex.86,87 The
development of this additional motor pattern may assist the participant after the
stimulation treatment is discontinued. However, while promising, the above theories
have not been fully supported in NMES treatments, thus more research is needed to
confidently determine what mechanism NMES influences during the immediate postoperative phase to effect post-operative quadriceps strength.
While the precise nature of defining the remaining NMES parameters is hindered
in this review due to inconsistences in studies, some evidence from the literature provides
further direction. For example, in this review waveform shapes of rectangular72,73 and
triangular71 were implemented in several studies. Currently there is minimal research
documenting the effect of waveform shape on quadriceps strength. However the shape of
the waveform does appear to have an impact on an individual patient’s comfort level and
varies between indviduals.88 Adjusting the waveform to a more comfortable simulation
experience may allow the clinician to reach a higher intensity level during treatment.
Additionally, pulse duration ranged from 250μsec to 300msec and the type of current was
either a biphasic or alternating current for the NMES treatments.67,70-74 Focusing on pulse
duration, a long pulse duration (300 – 450μsec) is recommended to achieve a greater
quadriceps force.89 It is believed, a longer pulse duration (~300μsec) stimulates larger
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areas of the muscle.90 For the type of current selected, findings are inconclusive, as both
a biphasic current and an alternating current (also called Russian) are supported for
quadriceps recovery.77,91 Lastly, patient position ranged from full extension to 90 degrees
of knee flexion. A knee flexion angle of 60 degrees has been shown to produce the
largest voluntary knee extension torque during an exercise.92 However not all patients can
achieve a flexed position immediately after surgery and require position modifications.
The variable results discussed above suggests that while progress has been made to better
understand the relationship among parameters more information is needed to fully
understand the effect of each parameter on quadriceps strength. Thus from the limited
information available, clinicians should utilize a biphasic or alternating current, a
waveform shape comfortable to the patient, a long pulse duration (300 – 450μsec) and
position the knee as close to 60 degrees as is medically safe.
The information included in this review provides researchers and clinicians with a
starting point for administering NMES. Adjusting the parameters with the
recommendations provided will assist a clinician in achieving the overall goal of
improving post-surgical quadriceps strength. However, more information about the
other parameters and their interactions with one another is needed. One can speculate the
inconsistencies in the effect sizes among the studies discussed may be due to the apparent
variation in parameter selection and the resulting interactions.
Limitations:
A few limitations should be noted. The number of studies that met inclusion
criteria was small limiting the amount of data available for comparison in the review.
Additionally, parameters were not consistently reported and highly varied between
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studies. Therefore, in certain situations the sample size was further reduced and a metaanalysis was unable to be performed. Lastly, the majority of the studies reviewed did not
include a compliance diary or monitor adherence for the prescribed treatment. Thus, it is
difficult to know if the lack of statistical differences between groups is due to the
parameters selected or adherence to the prescribed treatment.
Conclusion:
There is B level evidence to support NMES for improving post-surgical
quadriceps strength. The recommended set-up parameters following knee surgery are:
pulse duration of 300 – 450μsec, rectangular biphasic current or alternating current with a
frequency of 50Hz, duty cycle ratio of 1:2 or 1:3 and large electrodes (>96cm2).
However, the biphasic waveform can be changed from rectangular if the patients
experiences excessive discomfort. The treatment should be initiated within the first week
of surgery preferably starting on the 2nd – 4th day post-surgery. The intensity of the
stimulation treatment should be set to the maximal tolerance of the patient. Additionally,
the patient should be educated that during each treatment the intensity will need to be
continually increased as tolerance to the stimulation increases. Furthermore, the
literature suggests that the treatment should be delivered for 6 - 12 weeks post-surgical
performed 5 to 7 days a week 2 times a day for 30 minutes a day with the patient in a
flexed position (~60°) actively contracting with the stimulation.
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Table 2.1: Search terms with the number of articles returned for each search strategy
Search Strategy

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
#14
#15
#16
#17
#18
#19
#20
#21

#22
#23
#24
#25
#26
#27
#28
#29
#30
#31
#32

Neuromuscular electrical
stimulation
Electrical stimulation
Clinic* electrical stimulation
Home-based electrical stimulation
Battery operated electrical
stimulation
Portable electrical stimulation
#1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 OR #5 OR
#6
Anterior cruciate ligament
ACL
Anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction
Anterior cruciate ligament revision
Anterior cruciate ligament repair
Anterior cruciate ligament surgery
Total knee arthroplasty
Meniscectomy
Meniscus transplant
Meniscus repair
Knee
Knee injury
Knee surgery
#8 OR #9 OR #10 OR #11 OR #12
OR #13 OR #14 OR #15 OR #16
OR #17 OR #18 OR #19 OR #20
Rehabilitation
Therapy
#22 OR #23
Muscle strength
Muscle weakness
Quadriceps weakness
Quadriceps strength
#25 OR #26 OR #27 OR #28
#7 AND #21
#30 AND #24
#31 AND #29

Results
Ebsco Host (1988-2016)
CINAHL with Full Text,
Sports Discus, MEDLINE
1,862
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PubMed
(1966-2016)
6,898

55,375
612
47
6

169,900
22,649
93
47

30
55,376

260
169,900

27,617
35,192
11,653

16,268
23,127
8,491

405
667
4,249
17,241
3,463
39
855
194,764
13,910
18,696
220,689

627
1,868
12293
22,299
2,304
628
1,320
131,399
32,765
61047
141,638

486,444
4,966,555
5,297,225
56,100
21,535
3,859
733
75,617
2,020
1,140
238

417,238
7,937,761
8,002,032
48,912
36,460
1,151
3,980
81,703
1,865
1,116
250

Figure 2.1: Study selection flow chart for all studies returned in the search
488 Studies Identified
296 Duplicate Studies
Removed
155 Studies Excluded based upon
title and/or abstract content
37 Studies Retrieved for Review
30 Studies excluded after
review

7 Studies Included in
Final Review

7 No strength
measurement
5 NMES applied with
other modalities

5 No control group
3 NMES applied to
multiple muscle groups
3 No NMES postsurgical intervention
3 Sub-studies of included
articles
2 No means or standard
deviations
2 None RCTs
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Table 2.2: Physiotherapy Evidence Database scale (PEDro) Methodological Quality Assessment Scores for each included article.
1*
2
3
4
Feil et al
X
X
X
Fitzgerald et al71
X
X
67
Liber et al
X
X
Sisk et al72
X
X
53
Stevens-Lapsley
X
X
X
X
Wigerstad-Lossing et al73
X
X
74
Williams et al
X
X
“X” denotes criteria was satisfied, “-“ denotes criteria not satisfied
*Question 1 is not included in the score total
70
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5
-

6
-

7
X
X
-

8
X
X
X
X
X
-

9
X
X
X
X
X
-

10
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

11
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Total
6/10
6/10
5/10
4/10
7/10
5/10
2/10

Table 2.3: Study demographic characteristics for each included article.

Feil et al70

NMES
(n)
G1: 42*
G2: 45*

Age (yrs)

Control
(n)
44

Age (yrs)

Procedure

Strength Measurement

31.6+1.36

ACL

Isokinetic 90°/s,
180°/s (Nm/kg)

22
20
11

31.9+10.9
27.3+8.5
23.9+9.2

ACL
ACL
ACL

-0.36
-

0.29

Fitzgerald et al71
Liber et al67
Sisk et al72

21
20
11

G1:
31.1+1.52
G2:
34.8+1.49
29.2+10.1
28.0+8.2
23.4+7.5

Stevens-Lapsley
et al53
WigerstadLossing et al73
Williams et al74

35

66.2+9.1

31

64.8+7.7

TKA

Isometric at 60°
Isometric (Nm) at 90°
Isometric (Nm/kg) at
average of 75°
Isometric at 60°

13

28 (21-45)

10

26 (21-33)

ACL

Isometric at 30°

13

32.8+7.9

8

32.9+7.7

Meniscectomy

Isokinetic 120°/s,
180°/s, 240°/s, 300°/s
(ft lb)

Baseline
Effect Size#
G1: 0.09*
G2: -0.06*

0.02

120°/s: 0.71
180°/s: 0.77
240°/s: 0.73
300°/s: 0.78
All comparisons were between NMES and control groups receiving standard of care, except Feil which had a control group and
2 NMES groups G1: Group 1 (Kneehab), G2: Group 2 (Polystim)
*Group 1 (G1): Kneehab NMES, Group 2 (G2): Ploystim NMES
#
Baseline effect sizes calculated from baseline quadriceps strength values
- unable to be calculated due to no baseline comparison reported
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Table 2.4: A summary of the neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) treatment administration and set-up parameters utilized in
the included articles.
Treatment Duration

NMES Treatment

Time Initiated

Muscle Contraction

Knee Angle

12wk
(20min 3x/d, 5d/wk)
12wk
(20min 3x/d, 5d/wk)
12wk
(11-12min/d, 2d/wk)

NMES
(Battery)
Poly-Stim
(Battery)
NMES
(AC volt)

3-4th Day Post-Op

Active

Full Extension

Active

Full Extension

1-3 wks Post-Op

Passive

Full Extension

4wk
NMES
(30min/d, 5d/wk)
(AC volt)
6wk
Sisk et al72
(8hrs/d, 7d/wk)
6wk
NMES
Stevens-Lapsley et al53
(15min 2x/d, 7d/wk)
(Battery)
6wk
NMES
Wigerstad-Lossing et al73
(40min/d,3d/wk)
(Battery)
3wks
NMES
Williams et al74
(10min/d, 5d/wk)
(AC volt)
*Group 1 (G1): Kneehab NMES, Group 2 (G2): Ploystim NMES
- information not provided

2-6 wks Post-Op

-

-

2nd Day Post-Op

Active or Passive

90° Flexion

2nd Day Post-Op

Passive

60° Flexion

2nd Day Post-Op

Active

20-30° Flexion

Ave 31d Post-Op

-

65° Flexion

Feil et al: G1*70
Feil et al: G2*70
Fitzgerald et al71
Liber et al67
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Table 2.5: A summary of the neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) treatment parameters utilized in each included article.
Frequency
Feil et al70

Fitzgerald et
al71
Liber et al67
Sisk et al72

Ramp

Intensity

50

Duty Cycle
(sec)
5on 10off

Current/ Waveform

Pad Size

-

Pulse
Duration
300-400μ

2s/1s down

-

1.5s/1s down
2s up

MT

-

10on 20off

2s up

250μ

10on 30off

0.5s up

MT
constant
MT

Triangular Alternating
Burst
Asym-Balanced

G1: 10 x 20cm,
3 x 18cm,
7 x 14cm
G2: 4 x 70mm
6.98 x 12.7cm

50
75

10on 20off
10on 50off

50
40

300ms

Rectangular
Waveform
Sym-Biphasic

Stevens-Lapsley
50
15on 45off
3s up
MT
250μ
53
et al
Wigerstad30
6on 10off
2s up
MT
300ms
Rectangular Asym73
Lossing et al
Balanced Biphasic
74
Williams et al
50
15on 50off
3.5s up
MT
Alternating Sinusoidal
-information not provided, MT = maximal toleration, Asym = Asymmetrical, Sym = Symmetrical

30

5 x 10cm
7.6 x 12.7cm
4 x 10cm
-

Figure 2.2: Hedge's g effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals for the effect of the neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES)
treatment on post-operative quadriceps strength.
Study
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
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Article
Feil et al 6wk (Group 1) 90°/s70
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Figure 2.3: Effect of neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) on post-operative quadriceps strength over time.
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Utilization of an Adaption of the Health Belief Model to Influence
Rehabilitation Adherence in Athletic Training
Athletic trainers commonly treat physical factors such as strength and range-ofmotion limitations identified through clinician-based measures.93 Clinician-based
measures are objective evaluations of how a patient is progressing in treatment.94 While
addressing physical deficits is important to return a patient to activity, consideration
should also be given to the patient’s psychological response to the injury.95,96 Athletes
have been reported to suffer from emotional disturbances and negative mental states such
as depression, anger, and decreased self-esteem after an injury.97-99 The ability to cope
with the injury can positively or negatively impact the progress of the rehabilitation
treatment and return to activity.100,101 Athletic trainers can utilize patient-based measures,
such as patient reported outcome measures (PROMs), to evaluate a patient’s mental state.
Patient-based measures are self-report outcome measures that measure different aspects
of rehabilitation (i.e.: function, quality of life, symptoms) from the patients’
perspective.94 A favorable rehabilitation plan should include attention to the physical and
psychosocial factors experienced to optimize outcomes. However, psychosocial factors
impacting a patient are not always readily apparent.102 Implementation of a disablement
model provides an athletic trainer with a framework to evaluate the impact of an injury
on a patient’s overall health status.93
Recently there has been an increased focus in athletic training on providing
physically active patient centered care.93 Part of providing physically active patient
centered care is including the patient’s beliefs, expectations, and goals into the
rehabilitation process. Identifying and incorporating these factors can influence the
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health behavior of adherence and aid in the development of an individualized
rehabilitation process.95,103 The Health Belief Model (HBM)104,105 provides a theoretical
framework for designing an individualized rehabilitation plan in the athletic training
setting. The HBM was initially developed to explain why individuals were not
participating in disease preventative health behaviors related to smoking cessation and
weight loss.105 The model has since been advanced to explain and predict general health
behaviors exhibited by individuals.105 Athletic trainers can use an expanded adaptation
of the health belief model (HBM)105,106 as a guide to identify situational and personal
factors influencing the rehabilitation process and facilitate ongoing discussion with a
patient. The athletic trainer and the patient can then work together using various
psychosocial strategies to mitigate the factors affecting the rehabilitation process. The
overarching goal is to facilitate an environment that fosters a patient’s adherence to
treatment. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is two-fold: (1) to describe the HBM
and its constructs as they relate to the injury rehabilitation process and (2) to discuss how
psychosocial strategies can be implemented to address factors identified from the model.
Health Belief Model
The HBM is a model that explains the factors that may influence an individual’s
decision making process during a health change106 such as an initiation of a rehabilitation
program following injury. Conceptualization of the HBM, began with two premises
proposed to explain an individual’s willingness to initiate a health behavior: 1) the value
that the individual places on the goal is associated with the health behavior, and 2) the
individual’s belief that the actions put forth will result in the desired goal.105 Both of
these premises emphasize the avoidance of a negative health consequence such as not
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recovering from an illness or injury. The HBM framework is comprised of six
constructs: perceived severity, perceived susceptibility, perceived benefit, perceived
barriers, cues to action, and self-efficacy.105-107
Interactions that occur between the constructs may help explain an individual’s
choice of health behaviors and related actions. The constructs are depicted in Figure 3.1
which was modified from Rosenstock’s original publication.106 Rosenstock proposed
that the combination of susceptibility and severity motivates an individual to make a
health change.106 However to initiate a health behavior change an individual must feel
that the perceived benefits are greater than the perceived barriers.106 Additionally, the
belief in one’s ability to perform the health change, self-efficacy, influences the
motivation to perform this change which can result in a positive or negative effect.107
Any previous experiences with success or failure can greatly influence an individual’s
self-efficacy. Finally, a cue to action (external or internal) stimulates individuals to think
about the decision to initiate the health change or to adopt a specific health change
action.105
Application of the Health Belief Model for Physically Active Patients
An integrated model to explain an athlete’s response to injury has been described
by Wiese-Bjornstal et al and others. 108,109 In their model, the response of an athlete is
composed of an emotional response, behavioral response, and cognitive appraisal.
Furthermore, each response or appraisal can be influenced by pre-existing or experienced
situational and personal factors. 108-111 Personal factors are personality traits or
characteristics of the individual or injury.108-110 Situational factors can be either social
interactions or items within the physical environment.108-110 The combination of all three
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responses (emotional, behavioral, and cognitive) and the associated situational and
personal factors can positively or negatively influence rehabilitation outcomes. In this
model adherence to a rehabilitation program is considered to be a behavioral response.
Adherence is defined as the degree to which a patient’s behavior (attendance,
engagement, fulfillment) aligns with the athletic trainer’s recommendations.112 While
adherence to a rehabilitation program is considered to be a critical component of
outcomes, the degree of adherence may be influenced by a multitude of personal,
situational, and psychosocial factors.110,111 Examples of such factors are family
obligations, desire to continue sport participation, existing social support system, and
pain tolerance to list a few.110,111 Which specific factors are relevant and the degree to
which those factors influence treatment outcomes will vary between patients.113
Identification of these responses and the factors associated with them allows an athletic
trainer to develop an individualized rehabilitation environment with the goal of high
adherence.
If a patient’s desires and/or beliefs are not included in the design of a
rehabilitation program athletic trainers risk embarking on a rehabilitation plan that does
not align with the patient’s values. Furthermore, an athletic trainer may fail to identify
psychosocial factors that could influence a patients’ behavior during a rehabilitation
process. Subsequently athletic trainers may be caught off-guard if they encounter
obstacles, such as non-adherence. A disablement model can assist an athletic trainer in
avoiding such pitfalls. Disablement models are beneficial for 2 reasons: (1) they provide
a framework to guide conversation between a health care professional and a patient and
(2) they are flexible enough to be adapted to new research and assist a clinician in
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interpreting and applying the results from new research consistently.93 By shifting the
focus in rehabilitation to a disablement model, athletic trainers are provided a framework
that empowers athletic trainers to evaluate the entire patient as a whole.
We present a Physically Active Patient Centered Health Belief Model, an
adaptation of the HBM specific to athletes and physically active patients, to further
explain response in the rehabilitation process following an injury (Figure 3.2). In the
Physically Active Patient Centered Health Belief Model specific situational and personal
factors, as defined by the Integrated Model, have been merged with the HBM. The
Physically Active Patient Centered HBM focuses on understanding the cognitive
appraisal process with emphasis on influential situational and personal factors.
Identification of factors influential to the cognitive appraisal provides the athletic trainer
with knowledge of the psychosocial factors to address to avoid poor adherence.
Examples of psychosocial factors that have been influential in adherence to a
rehabilitation plan are education, communication, goal setting, threats/scare tactics, social
support, treatment tailoring, financial concerns, and sport/career concerns.114-118
Motivation & Energy: Perceived Susceptibility & Severity
Immediately after injury, a patient’s perceived susceptibility will likely be high
due to the injury. An injury diagnosis or plan of treatment can sometimes take a day or
two to be established, leaving a patient in a state of uncertainty.96,116 During this time a
patient’s level of perceived severity may fluctuate as different members of the interprofessional health care team evaluate the patient.116 However, once a patient is
provided with a diagnosis and a treatment plan their perceived severity is expected to
stabilize. Then, as the rehabilitation process progresses, a patient’s perceived severity
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and susceptibility may oscillate. Some patients may have concerns about the likelihood
of re-injury116,119-121 or the skill level attainable when the rehabilitation process is
complete116,120 thus potentially elevating the level of perceived severity and
susceptibility. Conversely, some patients may have a desire to return to activity
early119,120 or may expect a quick fix for the injury119 lowering the level of severity or
susceptibility perceived by a patient and thereby potentially lowering engagement in the
rehabilitation process120. Understanding a patient’s perception after an injury is critical
for the athletic trainer to deliver appropriate psychosocial interventions in the
rehabilitation process. In addition, this description suggests that perceptions are dynamic
throughout the rehabilitation process.
Deterrents & Path of Action: Perceived Benefits, Barriers, & Self-Efficacy
Another attribute to address is the perception of benefits and barriers to the
rehabilitation process and the patient’s self-efficacy during the rehabilitation process. If
the barriers in the rehabilitation process are greater than the perceived benefits, his or her
desire to adhere to the protocol will be diminished.105,106 Similarly, confidence in
accomplishing the tasks required during the rehabilitation process may influence
adherence.122,123 Physically active patients may perceive barriers to accessing athletic
training services such as transportation, location, or scheduling of rehabilitation
sessions.95,114,124 After sustaining an injury, mobility may be temporarily hindered
requiring assistance with tasks previously accomplished independently with ease. An
athletic training facility in a remote location or with a difficult entrance, such as multiple
stairs, may contribute to a patient’s perceived barriers to the rehabilitation process. The
availability of a support system to assist with transportation and improve access may help
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reduce a patient’s anxiety about perceived barriers. Furthermore, a rehabilitation process
requires an additional time commitment beyond an already busy schedule, between
family commitments, work, academics, athletic commitments, and social activities. This
can add additional stress and constraints to a patient’s schedule, which may affect
adherence. By considering a patient’s schedule and academic or work deadlines (i.e.:
tests and projects) when arranging rehabilitation appointments stress due to time demands
may be reduced and adherence increased.95,124,125 One solution to address the
transportation and scheduling barriers would be to conduct the rehabilitation during
practice and/or conditioning times or during treatment time prior to practice. An athlete
will already have this time set aside in their schedule and should be able to receive
assistance from teammates. In the work setting, rehabilitation can be scheduled around
breaks (such as an extended lunch) or alternatively a health care provider can create a
mobile clinic to treat a patient at his or her place of work. Depending on the patient’s
exposure to a rehabilitation process he/she may or may not have a comprehensive
understanding of the specific benefits provided by a rehabilitation process beyond the
necessity of a rehabilitation process for return to play. The athletic trainer can capitalize
on this situation and educate the patient on how the body processes the injury and why
certain decisions in a rehabilitation process, such as rest or immobilization, are made.
Informing the patient about the justification for different treatments can have a positive
influence on adherence.126 This suggests that education about the benefits from a
rehabilitation process is important for athletic trainers to complete. By fully informing
patients about the rehabilitation process, for a specific injury, ATs have the potential to
maximize outcomes.
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The athletic trainer can implement the proposed Physically Active Patient
Centered HBM framework during the initial and subsequent stages of injury. The model
can be used as a visual method to initiate and maintain conversation with the patient
regarding the injury and the rehabilitation process. Specifically, the conversation can
provide the athletic trainer insight about a patient’s perceptions of the rehabilitation
process and how those may influence the overall process. Table 3.1 provides a guide,
with probing questions unique to each construct, for how an athletic trainer can utilize the
HBM constructs when working with a patient. These questions are meant to stimulate
conversation about the patient’s perceptions within each construct. While the questions
listed in table 3.1 will assist that athletic trainer during the conversation, the list is not an
exhaustive list of all questions that may be applicable. Athletic trainers are encouraged to
adapt the questions, create his or her own questions, or use established patient reported
outcomes (PROMs) tailored to the construct of interest for the specific patient. The
information gathered from the initial consultation and subsequent conversations will
allow the athletic trainer to investigate factors affecting the rehabilitation process for a
specific patient. Once factors are identified, additional psychosocial strategies to be
discussed below can then be implemented to modify the factors to positively influence
the rehabilitation process.
Psychosocial Interventional Strategies to Improve Adherence
Employing psychosocial interventions, such as communication, education, social
support, goal setting, and treatment efficacy may improve adherence.114,127 While each of
these interventions has been found to have a positive impact on adherence, the
appropriateness of the strategy may differ based upon the situational and personal factors
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perceived by each patient. It is the athletic trainer’s responsibility to decide which
interventional strategies are most appropriate based upon the perceptions described or
demonstrated by a patient. Table 3.2 summarizes how an athletic trainer can utilize
psychosocial intervention strategies to address perceived influential factors identified.
The table categorizes questions an injured patient may pose to an athletic trainer based
upon the HBM constructs. Additionally, appropriate psychosocial strategies have been
listed as tools for the athletic trainer. An athletic trainer can utilize this table as a guide
when preparing to speak or speaking with an injured patient.
Communication
Athletic trainers and athletes view communication as one of the most influential
factors in adherence to a rehabilitation plan.95,96,114,128 This finding is justified as
effective communication is integral to a patient’s recovery.129 The implementation of the
Physically Active Patient Centered HBM framework in a rehabilitation process directly
facilitates communication between an athletic trainer and physically active patient. For
example, the initial and subsequent consultation periods provide a one-on-one session
where a patient can divulge their experiences regarding the injury and the rehabilitation
process. During this time it is important to express compassion for a patient’s situation,
as a caring relationship between a patient and athletic trainer is one of the largest factors
associated with a success.95 Furthermore, one-on-one time is preferred by athletes, and
enables a patient and athletic trainer to develop and strengthen rapport between one
another.95,96,128 A strong rapport is beneficial because patients may feel more
comfortable expressing perceptions of susceptibility or barriers if this bond exists.
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Perceptions may change throughout the rehabilitation process. Therefore, it is
important for the athletic trainer to maintain clear and controlled communication.130
Maintaining communication throughout the rehabilitation process will increase the
likelihood that an athletic trainer will identify any changes in that patient’s perceptions.
Poor communication may result in a negative effect on adherence.128 Athletic trainers
can use communication as a cue to action for a patient. Cues to action such as, a text
message or phone call, can encourage progress or to remind a patient of an upcoming
treatment session. Depending on athletic trainers’ patient volume and resources,
automative systems, such as Demandforce (Demandforce Inc., San Francisco, CA), are
available for automatic appointment reminders and scheduling. Furthermore, continual
communication will help inform the athletic trainer of the patient’s perceptions during the
rehabilitation process and enable them to adjust interventions as needed.
Lastly, effective communication can provide a solid foundation for the patient –
athletic trainer relationship to flourish. Athletic trainers can use mutual communication
strategies such as listening support131, education95,114, or positive-self talk132. Engaging in
positive communication between the athletic trainer and patient, as well as the patient
with himself/herself can have a constructive effect on the process. Athletic trainers can
provide feedback on exercise performance as this form of communication has been
reported to positively influenced adherence.126,133 Additionally, athletic trainers can
encourage patients to engage in positive self-talk. Patients who engaged in positive selftalk were found to have a quicker functional recovery (strength, range of motion, and
level of tenderness).134 Positive self-talk examples are “I can do it. I can beat the odds”
or “It’s feeling pretty good” or “I can do anything”.134 Negative self-talk examples are
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“dumb mistake” or “stupid fool” or “why me?”.134 Through positive and continual
communication the athletic trainer can demonstrate to a patient his or her investment in
recovery.
Education
Athletes frequently have an incomplete understanding of the injury and the
rehabilitation required.119 In particular, a patient may perceive a disproportionate level of
severity regarding his or her injury in relation to the actual severity of the injury.128
Furthermore, adherence levels may vary based on the perceived level of injury
severity.128 Therefore, a relationship between the actual injury severity and adherence to
the rehabilitation process cannot be assumed. An initial consultation appointment is the
optimal time to further educate a patient about the injury and the rehabilitation process.
Providing specific information to prepare the athlete for the work and commitment
necessary to participate in the rehabilitation process can improve adherence.95,96,103,126,128
When educating a patient, specific details regarding the rehabilitation process should be
emphasized, as athletes reported a preference for educational information specific to the
rehabilitation process rather than detailed information on the injury.95 Education should
focus on the benefits, the commitment required, and the specific exercises/modalities
employed. Continuing to provide education regarding the purpose of the exercises
demonstrate to a patient the benefit of the treatment plan128 and increase the likelihood of
attendence.117 By implementing ongoing education the athletic trainer can create a
transparent rehabilitation process where the expectations and benefits have been clearly
outlined.
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Goal Setting
Setting goals is one of the most common rehabilitation strategies used by athletic
trainers.127,129 Long and short-term goals provide a patient with an end product on which
to focus. The act of establishing a goal results in an internal cue to action. The goal
should be challenging enough to maintain interest but still be achievable. Individuals
with low self-efficacy can be easily deterred if perceived failures or barriers are
encountered.135 Additionally, a patient may get disinterested if the exercises are not
challenging.120,136 Documentation of immediate results and progress is an important
factor in adherence to a rehabilitation process .95 As a patient successfully accomplishes
each short-term goal they are more apt to self-evaluate themselves to be highly
effective.135,137 A positive self-evaluation after a skill acquisition provides selfsatisfaction 135,137 and reveals the benefits and effectiveness of the rehabilitation process
to the patient. Positively improving a patient’s belief in the efficacy of the treatment can
result in improved adherence, as treatment efficacy is a significant predictor in a patient’s
attendance.117,138,139 Together these findings illustrate that it is important to implement
strategic goal setting in the rehabilitation process.
Social Support
Social support is a strategy that can be utilized to address perceived barriers,
benefit, and self-efficacy. Social support is derived from multiple sources within a
physically active patient’s life e.g.: coaches, parents, teammates, colleagues,
bosses/managers, athletic trainers, and friends. Yet, after sustaining an injury, athletes
report feelings of isolation and lack of attention from others.116 Social support has been
observed to be statistically different between adherent and non-adherent athletes, with
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adherent athletes having greater social support.124 Effort should be made to negate these
feelings and ensure a physically active patient is supported in the rehabilitation process.
For severe injuries the perceived social support of an athletic trainer is positively
correlated with athletes’ beliefs of treatment efficacy and self-efficacy.136 An athletic
trainer can demonstrate support by showing interest in the individual athlete and identify
barriers to a rehabilitation process and propose solutions to the barriers. Positive support
can be further offered by creating one-on-one time during a rehabilitation process, such
as by providing direct supervision during therapeutic exercises.95,128 Athletic trainers can
measure perceived social support through informal (conversation) or formal (PROMs
such as the Social Support Survey140) methods.
Involving teammates and coaches or co-workers and bosses in the rehabilitation
process can minimize perceived barriers while improving self-efficacy. In fact, a survey
revealed that approximately 60% of athletes stated that support from teammates was
influential in adherence to a rehabilitation process.95 Healthy teammates are able to
minimize barriers such as transportation by assisting the athlete. Additionally, injured
teammates and previously injured teammates may be able to serve as peer models
increasing an athlete’s confidence that recovery is attainable.114,136 Integrating the coach
is important as well because acknowledgement and interest shown by the coach may
allow an athlete to feel supported136, increasing confidence, and diminishing feelings of
neglect116 that can occur after being removed from competition. The interest of the coach
in the rehabilitation program can further assist to increase an athlete’s adherence to a
rehabilitation process.128 However, maintaining a balance in the number of people
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involved in a rehabilitation session is important because too many teammates in one
place can deter and distract an athlete’s adherence to a rehabilitation program.95
Conclusion:
Adherence to a rehabilitation program is critical for success following injury. The
application of a theoretical framework during ongoing clinician-patient conversations
throughout the continuum of care provides a systematic way to evaluate factors
influential to adherence during a rehabilitation process. The HBM framework is broad
enough to be applied to every physically active patient, yet the structure of the framework
provides a standard guide to detect influential factors involved in the cognitive appraisal
during the rehabilitation process. Athletic trainers are encouraged to utilize tables 3.1
and 3.2 as guides on how to apply the Physically Active Patient Centered Health Belief
Model presented. The tables provide the athletic trainer with specific scenarios and
interventional strategies based upon the constructs from the Physically Active Patient
Centered Health Belief Model. Once influential factors are identified, the psychosocial
strategies presented can be implemented to avoid poor outcomes. The athletic trainer will
need to utilize his or her expertise when determining what psychosocial strategies to
implement because physically active patients will present with varying perceptions and
therefore enabling or disabling factors related to rehabilitation will also vary. The
combination of the HBM framework described here with responsive psychosocial
strategies can further enable an athletic trainer to provide a physically active patient
centered approach that fosters adherence and optimizes rehabilitation outcomes.
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Figure 3.1: The Health Belief Model constructs associated with the health behavior of rehabilitation adherence.
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Figure 3.2: Depiction of the relationship between potential personal and situational
factors encountered by a patient and the Health Belief Model (HBM) constructs.

Specific examples of personal and situational factors are listed below each HBM
construct.
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Table 3.1: Constructs within the Health Belief Model (HBM) framework and questions an athletic trainer can utilize when conducting
a consultation with a patient.
HBM Constructs105,106
Perceived Severity

Definition
The individual’s interpreted
seriousness of the injury





Questions to Identify Influential Situational and Personal Factors
Are there any long-term consequences from this injury that you
believe may occur?
How has the injury impacted your normal day?
How do you feel the injury has impacted your ability to participate in
activity?

Perceived
Susceptibility

The individual’s belief of
vulnerability or risk to injury




Are there other injuries you feel like you are at risk for experiencing?
Are you hesitant or fearful of doing certain activities due to your
injury?

Perceived Barriers

The belief that there can be
negative consequences that
arise by changing the health
behavior
The individual’s belief in the
value of the actions required
or the effectiveness of the
treatment




What do you believe will be an obstacle in the rehabilitation process?
Do you feel like anything negative can come from participating in the
rehabilitation process?




Do you feel that rehabilitation is required for you to return to activity?
How important is rehabilitation to you for regain your functional
ability in both sport/physical activity and daily life?
What do you believe will be the most important factor in your
recovery?

The individual’s belief in
one’s ability to control health
change and execute health
actions



Perceived Benefit

Self-Efficacy
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How confident are you in your ability to abide by the restrictions in
rehabilitation?
To what degree do you feel you will be able to successfully complete
the rehabilitation program?
How capable are you of actively participating in each rehabilitation
session?

Cues to Action

Any factor stimulating an
individual to action
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Have you participated in rehabilitation before? If so, how was your
experience?







What are you most looking forward to in the rehabilitation process?
What are you least looking forward to in the rehabilitation process?
What motivates you achieve a goal?
How do you organize responsibilities and meetings?
Do you have any specific friends or family that are going to be
assisting you during the rehabilitation process?

Table 3.2: Examples of potential patients' concerns within each construct of the HBM and psychosocial interventions an athletic
trainer may implement to address each concern.

Construct
Perceived
Susceptibility

An Application of the Health Belief Model to the Rehabilitation of an Injured Athlete
A Patient’s Potential Questions
Interventional Strategies
 Am I at risk for re-injury?
 Education
 Will I have this pain for the rest of my life?
 Social Support
 Why can’t I return to activity earlier?

Perceived
Severity

 Will I be able to return to my sport/desired activity?
 Will I participate at the same level as before?
 Other physically active patients have been able to return to activity prior
to my return date.

 Education
 Social Support – Peer Modeling
 Goal Setting

Perceived
Benefits

 Will rehabilitation return me to the same activity level I was at prior to
my injury?
 How will these exercises do anything for me?
 How can I return to activity for the beginning of season/competition
date?






Perceived
Barriers

 How will I get to the athletic training facility?
 I don’t have the time to participate in a rehabilitation treatment due to
other commitments.
 My injury is too painful to do any rehabilitation.

 Social Support
 Communication
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Education
Social Support
Goal Setting
Treatment Efficacy

Self-Efficacy

 I don’t know if I can do rehabilitation.
 How confident am I in my ability to attend and participate in
rehabilitation?
 How confident am I in my ability to do exercises that may cause me
discomfort?

 Social Support
 Goal Setting
 Communication

Cues to Action






 Education
 Communication
 Goal Setting

How long do I have to wear my brace?
When can I wear high-heels again?
What will make the pain go away?
Can I participate in a pick-up game or recreational activity with my
family and/or friends?
 Did you tell coach/boss about my progression in rehabilitation?
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Patient Oriented, Strength, and Functional Outcomes Following the
Implementation of a Home-Based Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation Treatment
in Articular Cartilage Repair Surgery Patients
Introduction
In a review of arthroscopic knee surgery, 60-63% of patients with a mean age of 43
had an articular cartilage defect.7 Patients with these defects frequently present with pain,
swelling, and mechanical symptoms.3 Articular cartilage has a limited ability to self-heal2
and when left untreated increases the risk for osteoarthritis (OA) progression.12,13
Osteoarthritis is a progressive joint degeneration disease that affects approximately 27
million people in the United States141, with the most common treatments for knee OA
being a total knee arthroplasty (TKA), osteotomy, or unicondylar replacement.142 In 2007
the total estimated cost of total knee arthroplasty surgeries performed in the U.S. was
$9.2 billion.16 Due to the limited longevity of the procedure, TKA surgery is frequently
reserved for older patients with OA. For younger patients with articular cartilage defects
surgical repair and restoration procedures (for example: autologous chondrocyte
implantation, osteochondral allografts, and microfracture) are available to reduce the risk
of OA progression and the symptoms associated with articular cartilage defects.
Surgical procedures to address articular cartilage defects have resulted in positive
outcomes.143-145 However, a challenge with articular cartilage repair procedures is the
extended non-weight bearing time after surgery, with the progression to full-weight
bearing beginning around 6 weeks post operation.51,146 The extended period of time of
non-weight bearing is necessary to protect the chondrocyte graft, but also results in
significant muscle atrophy. Post-surgical quadriceps strength deficits as large as 33%
after 1 year and 26% after 2 years when compared to preoperative values have been
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documented after articular cartilage repair surgery.147 In addition to deficits in quadriceps
strength, lower extremity function has also been documented to be at a deficit both 1 and
2 years after articular cartilage repair surgery.44,148 Since muscle function as well as joint
motion are critical factors to maintain joint health, a decline in muscle strength and
mobility may result in a steep acceleration to the progression of posttraumatic OA.48,50
This progression creates an environment which potentially compromises the surgical
procedure performed. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate clinically feasible
techniques available to address post-operative quadriceps strength deficits.
Neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) is a treatment modality that has been
used to recover quadriceps muscle strength after surgery.61 The addition of electrical
stimulation to the muscle allows a greater number of motor units to be activated that are
otherwise inhibited during a post-surgical voluntary contraction.149 Neuromuscular
electrical stimulation treatments have commonly been administered in a clinic setting due
in part to NMES unit size and cost. Recently new portable NMES devices with presentday technology, such as the Kneehab (Biomedical Research Ltd, Galaway, Ireland) and
the Phoenix, (Empi, DJO Global, St. Paul, Minnesota), have become available to health
care providers. Portable NMES treatments offer health care providers the opportunity to
prescribe an NMES treatment in a home setting, thus allowing patients to participate in a
higher volume of exercise with the added benefit of electrical stimulation outside of the
traditional supervised setting. In other patient populations (anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction and TKA patients) portable NMES units had a significant effect on postoperative quadriceps strength.53,70 It is important to determine if a portable NMES
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treatment administered immediately post-operative during the non-weight-bearing phase
of rehabilitation can be effective in articular cartilage patients.
Therefore, the primary purpose of this randomized controlled trial was to investigate
the effect of a post-surgical, 12-week, home-based NMES treatment regimen on objective
isometric quadriceps strength following articular cartilage repair surgery. The secondary
purpose of the study was to investigate the effect of the home-based NMES treatment
regimen on lower extremity function (Y-balance test) and patient reported outcomes
(Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score). Lastly, we explored the longitudinal
treatment effect of the home-based NMES treatment program on isometric quadriceps
strength, lower extremity function and subjective function over 1 year post-surgery. The
results of this study will provide clinicians with an intervention to target muscle
weakness commonly documented after articular cartilage surgery. We hypothesize that a
post-operative home-based NMES treatment will result in greater isometric quadriceps
strength improvements at 3-months when compared to the current standard of care
treatment.
Methods
Participants
Patients between the ages of 10-60 years with an articular cartilage defect in the
knee were recruited from an active cartilage center in an orthopeadic sports medicine
clinic between August 2014 and December 2016. Patients were included if they
underwent a surgical procedure to repair an articular cartilage defect in the knee and were
willing to complete a prescribed home-treatment program. Participants were excluded if
they had a pacemaker, diagnosis or family history of a neurological disorder, or currently
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were utilizing a home NMES device. Prior to participation participants completed an
informed consent form approved by a university institutional review board. After a
warm-up on a stationary bicycle patients completed isometric quadriceps strength, lower
extremity function (Y-balance test), and patient reported outcome assessments
preoperatively and post-operatively at 3-months, 6-months, and 1 year. The first author
(CEWC) conducted all testing, however due to limited resources the tester was not
blinded to group assignments. Nevertheless all outcome measures were standardized
with objective values recorded upon testing completion and the order of testing was
counterbalanced. For all assessments the non-surgical limb was tested first followed by
the surgical limb.
Randomization and Interventions
A block randomization scheme stratified by surgical procedures was utilized to
randomize the patients into either an NMES treatment groups or a standard of care
treatment group. Randomization was concealed utilizing sealed envelopes. Group
placement was assigned after the patients had consented and completed preoperative
testing. Patients were provided instructions (verbal and a paper copy (Appendix A & B))
and shown how to perform the designated home treatment program (the NMES or the
standard of care quadriceps set exercises) after randomization.
Patients in the standard of care group were instructed to generate a strong
isometric quadriceps muscle contraction for 4 seconds followed by a 10 second rest for a
15 minute treatment duration while in full knee extension. The home-treatment program
began on the 3rd post-operative day and continued for 12 weeks post-operatively. The
treatment was prescribed for 5 days a week, 3 times a day, for 15 minutes a session.
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A portable NMES device, Phoenix, (Empi, DJO Global) was implemented for the
home NMES treatment. The patients were instructed to perform an isometric quadriceps
contraction with the onset of the electrical stimulus. A square biphasic waveform was
utilized at a frequency of 75Hz, a pulse duration of 300us, and a duty cycle of 4 seconds
on and 10 seconds off. Patients were positioned in full knee extension due to postoperative restriction and instructed to actively contract with the stimulation. The patients
in the NMES treatment group were prescribed the same dosage of treatment as the
standard of care group. The home-treatment program began on the 3rd post-operative day
and continued for 12 weeks post-operatively. The treatment was to be performed 5 days
a week, 3 times a day, for 15minutes a session. Patients in the NMES treatment group
were required to demonstrate correct device set-up, the ability to turn on the machine, and
increase the intensity. Patients were instructed to continually increase the intensity of the
NMES treatment both during a session and over the treatment length. Furthermore,
patients were informed that the intensity level should be uncomfortable but not to a level
requiring the patient to increase pain medication.
Patients were to record treatment adherence with a provided home diary log
(NMES treatment Appendix A, Standard of Care treatment Appendix B). Furthermore, a
compliance monitor within the NMES device recorded treatment adherence for the
patients in the NMES treatment group. All patients were prescribed post-operative
physical therapy and provided a standardized physical therapy protocol during their first
post-operative clinic visit. The home-treatment program was conducted as an adjunct to
the standard physical therapy prescription.
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Outcome Measures
Lower Extremity Function
The Y balance test (YBT) is a commercially available product created to measure
lower extremity dynamic stability.150 The test is reliable150,151 and has been used to
assess a wide variety of patient populations152-155. Each participant was instructed to
stand on a block in the middle of 3 PVC pipes that are constructed to resemble a “Y”
(Figure 4.1). The participant maintained stance on the center block and with the reach
leg pushed a box as far as possible in one of the specific direction. The 3 directions were:
anterior (ANT), posteriormedial (PM), and posteriorlateral (PL). After attaining
maximum reach distance in the specific direction the participant then returned the reach
leg to the beginning position while maintaining his/her balance. Four practice repetitions
per direction were provided followed by 3 test repetitions per direction. The order of the
reach directions was ANT, PM, and PL. The participant was required to stand with
his/her hands on his/her hips. A repetition was discarded and repeated if the participant
removed his/her hands from his/her hips, elevated the stance heel, touched down on the
ground with the reach leg, placed weight on top of the slide block, or kicked the block.
To account for differences in leg length the reach distance was normalized to the
participant’s leg length.156 The maximum reach for the three trials (normalized to leg
length) was recorded for each direction (ANT, PM, PL).
Isometric Knee Extensor Strength
Isometric quadriceps strength was assessed using the portable BTE Evaluator digital
dynamometer (BTE Technologies, Baltimore MD).157,158 The protocol previously
published required the patients to be in a seated position with his/her arms across the
chest and a strap across the pelvis to stabilize the hips. The patients’ knee was at 90° and
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hips were at 85° degrees of flexion.157,158 The portable load cell was attached via an
ankle strap proximal to the malleoli and secured to a box behind the patient (Figure 4.2).
The patients were provided 3 practice repetitions for familiarization. Participants were
instructed to contract approximately 20% of perceived maximum initially, then 50% of
perceived maximum, and lastly with maximal force. The participants were encouraged to
gradually attain a maximum contraction force during the first second and discouraged
from immediately exploding into the contraction. Following the practice trials,
participants were instructed to perform three maximal voluntary isometric contractions
(MVIC’s) for five seconds with a 15 second rest between each trial. Verbal
encouragement and a visual display (BTE data collection screen) were provided to give
participants feedback during the test. Peak torque of the three trials for the surgical and
the non-surgical limb was recorded. To convert all values to Newton-meters (Nm), the
shank was measured from the lateral condyle to the mid-point of the ankle strap.
Patient Reported Outcome
Self-reported function was assessed through the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis
Outcome Score (KOOS) (Appendix C). The KOOS contains questions about the
participants’ knee function and how their function affects their daily life and activity
level. The KOOS includes 5 individually scored sections: symptoms, pain, function in
daily living, function in sport and recreation, and knee-related quality of life. The KOOS
is a reliable and responsive instrument in cartilage patients.22,37 The form was completed
electronically as part of a larger patient registry.
Statistical Analysis
A sample size of 40 was determined to be necessary based upon a prospective
power analysis. The difference in the primary endpoint, isometric quadriceps peak torque
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strength at 3 months, between groups was tested using an effect size of .60.70 A sample
size of 17 per group was necessary to detect an interaction between groups over time at
80% power and an alpha level of 0.05. To account for potential participant drop out the
sample size was increased to 20 per group.
Normality was assessed with a Shapiro-Wilks test. All variables were normally
distributed except for normalized quadriceps strength on the surgical limb, KOOS
activities of daily living score, and KOOS sport and recreation score. After assessing the
Q-Q plots for the variables that violated normality it was determined that a pattern was
not present. Therefore, parametric tests were utilized for statistical analysis. Independent
t-tests were utilized to compare baseline demographics between groups. Additionally,
change scores between baseline and 3-months were calculated between each dependent
variable. Change scores were calculated to determine if the patients had exceeded the
minimal clinically important difference for the KOOS instrument.
For the primary purpose of the study, a repeated measures ANOVA was used to
compare each dependent variable (isometric quadriceps strength, YBT, KOOS) between
baseline and 3-months. A second repeated measures ANOVA was performed to compare
each dependent variable (isometric quadriceps strength, YBT, KOOS) across time
(baseline, 3-months, 6-months, and 12-months). This analysis was conducted to
determine the longitudinal treatment effect recognizing that fewer subjects would be
available for the analysis.
To evaluate treatment adherence, the number of hours the patients recorded
performing the treatment (patient diary log and NMES compliance monitor) was divided
by the total treatment minutes prescribed and was multiplied by 100 for a percentage. The
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percentage of self-reported adherence was compared between the groups using an
independent t-test. Statistical significance for all analyses was set to p < 0.05 a priori.
IBM SPSS Statistics version 23 (IBM, Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) was utilized for all
statistical analyses.
Results
Forty-seven patients were screened for the study (Figure 4.3). A total of 17 patients
were excluded from the study: 6 patients were enrolled in a different clinical trial, 1
patient had a neurological disorder, 3 patients had previous use of the interventional
NMES device and had intentions to use the device after surgery, finally 7 patients
declined participation due to the time commitment. A total of 30 patients were consented
and enrolled in the study. One patient never underwent surgery or completed baseline
testing resulting in a total of 29 patients. From the time of baseline testing to 3-months, 3
patients were lost to follow-up and 1 is currently within the 3-month testing window.
Therefore, a total of 25 patients were included for analysis at 3-months. At 3-months 3
patients had not achieved weight bearing and were unable to perform the YBT functional
testing. Patient demographics and baseline testing variables are presented in Table 4.1
and Table 4.2 respectively. There were no significant differences between the groups for
any demographic or baseline variables.
Change scores for each dependent variable at 3-months are presented between
groups in Table 4.3. At 3-months post-operative we did not find any statistical
differences between groups for any dependent variable (Table 4.4). There was a main
effect for time for 4 dependent variables. Both the surgical limb normalized quadriceps
strength (p<0.00) and the quadriceps strength limb symmetry index (p<0.00) decreased
significantly and the non-surgical limb anterior reach distance increased significantly
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(p=0.02) between baseline and 3-months. Lastly, the patients had a statistical significant
improvement in KOOS pain scores between baseline and 3-months.
To explore the effect across 12-months a 2x4 repeated measures ANOVA was run
to compare each dependent variable between the independent variables of group (NMES,
Control) and time (baseline, 3-months, 6-months, 12-months). These results are
presented in Figures 4.2 – 4.6. There was no group effect for any dependent variable.
There was a statistical improvement over time for the surgical limb normalized
quadriceps strength (p=0.03) (Figure 4.4), limb symmetry index (p=0.05) (Figure 4.6),
surgical limb YBT posteromedial reach (p=0.02) (Figure 4.7), KOOS symptoms
(p=0.01), KOOS pain (p=0.02), KOOS activities of daily living (p=0.04), and KOOS
knee related quality of life (p<0.001) (Figure 4.8). Change scores for the KOOS at all
time points are presented in Table 4.5.
Self-report adherence documented through patient diary logs for all patients was
calculated overall and between groups. Twenty-three patients completed the patient diary
logs (12 NMES, 11 Control). The overall average self-reported adherence to the
prescribed treatment was 55.89+34.53% (NMES 60.00+37.75%, Control
48.13+37.00%)(p=0.56). Documented adherence from the patients in the NMES groups
is presented as a mean and standard deviation. We also present the median and the range
because we noted that the data was positively skewed. The NMES compliance monitor
was 25.49+25.32% and median 13.78% (2.64%, 72.14%) (n=11). NMES adherence
values are categorized in Table 4.6.
Discussion:
The primary purpose of our study was to determine the effect of a 12-week home
NMES treatment on isometric quadriceps strength at 3-months post surgery in articular
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cartilage knee patients. Our hypothesis that quadriceps strength would increase in the
NMES group was not supported. There were no between group differences for isometric
quadriceps strength. For our secondary purposes, there was no group effect to explain the
effect of a 12-week home NMES treatment on lower extremity function (YBT) and
patient reported outcomes (KOOS) 3-months post surgery in articular cartilage knee
patients.
Isometric Quadriceps Strength
There was no effect for time or group for the non-surgical limb at 3-months or
when analyzed across the first post-operative year. Preoperative average strength for the
non-surgical limb quadriceps strength was 2.32+0.8Nm/kg decreasing slightly to
2.13+0.55Nm/kg at 3-months. These values were found to be similar to the preoperative
value of 2.29+0.5Nm/kg in patients with articular cartilage defects reported by Thoma et
al.159 Similar findings were reported in a group of ACI patients who were followed
longitudinally for 1 year. There was no statistical difference between preoperative and 1
year isokinetic strength values on the non-surgical limb.46 This suggests that the nonsurgical limb remains relatively stable across the first post-operative year.
While no difference in surgical limb strength was found between groups there
was a difference across time. When compared to previous research, the preoperative
surgical limb average quadriceps strength in our cohort was slightly higher with the
quadriceps strength being 1.77+0.8Nm/kg when compared to 1.65+0.7Nm/kg reported by
Thoma et al159. When compared to other patient populations our preoperative surgical
limb values are a third less than what has been reported preoperatively for anterior
cruciate ligament patients (2.6+0.6 – 2.8+1.1)160,161 but approximately 25% stronger than
patients undergoing a TKA surgery (1.33+06Nm/kg).53 Quadriceps strength of the
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surgical limb was statistically lower at 3-months when compared to preoperative values
and 12-month values. Additionally, quadriceps strength at 6-months was statistically
different than strength values at 12-months. However, we found no statistical difference
between baseline values when compared to 6-months values and 12-months values. This
suggests that patients progressively increased quadriceps strength after 3-months postsurgery. It is interesting to note that patients do not exceed baseline scores during the
first post-operative year. The loss of quadriceps strength at 3-months and the gradual
progression in strength makes intuitive sense due to the rehabilitation restrictions placed
on patients. Specifically that weight bearing is strictly controlled during the first 3months post-operatively.51 During this time patients progressively increase the amount of
weight they can bear in their surgical limb until they reach full weight bearing. Full
weight bearing is commonly seen between 7 – 12 weeks post-surgery.51 Furthermore,
strength progression during the first year is consistent with other post-operative strength
evaluations in articular cartilage patients.42,46 Patients undergoing either a microfracture
or an ACI demonstrated isokinetic quadriceps strength deficits at 6-months postoperatively while progressively increasing at 9-months, 12-months, and 24 months postoperative.42 Similarly, matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation (MACI)
patients were found to have no statistical difference between preoperative and 1 year
measures of isokinetic quadriceps strength on either the surgical limb or the non-surgical
limb.46 Subsequently, the MACI patients continued to experience an increase in
quadriceps strength for both the surgical and non-surgical limb at 2 years postoperatively.46 Thus, quadriceps strength on the surgical limb is slow to improve during
the first post-surgical year. However, while not documented in our study, patients may
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surpass preoperative strength values by 2-years post-operative. In summary, the
progression of post-surgical quadriceps strength is reduced at 3-months post-surgery and
subsequently improved at 6-months, but approaches baseline values at 12-months postsurgery.
When evaluating limb symmetry index values the same trend over time found in
the surgical limb values was evident. There was a statistical difference in the overall
limb symmetry index (LSI) between baseline (76.44%) and 3-month testing (53.86%),
with the 3-month value dipping below baseline values. There was an improvement at 6months and values approached baseline at 12-months. The average preoperative LSI
value in our patients (82.67%) was slightly higher when compared to previously reported
LSI values in ACI patients (78%)42,46. This difference may be attributed to the method of
strength testing; our study utilized isometric testing compared to an isokinetic protocol
for ACI patients in the previous studies42,46. Research shows that as velocity increases
during strength testing torque decrease.162 Thus it is not surprising that the patients in
this study were able to generate greater peak torque values during an isometric
contraction when compared to an isokinetic contraction. Nevertheless, a LSI value of
82% is still below the clinically desired level of 90%39 suggesting the participants in this
study were weak before the surgery and remained weak after the surgery.
A main finding in this study was the overall trend of persistent quadriceps
weakness documented during the first post-operative year in the surgical limb and the
LSI. Clinically it is desired to have a quadriceps strength limb symmetry index above
90%.39 Strength deficits below a 90% threshold have been associated with functional
impairments such as deficiencies in gait mechanics163, and lower single leg hop
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performance.164 In our sample of patients, while strength values improved, overall limb
symmetry indices did not exceed 80% after surgery. Persistent quadriceps strength
deficits have been documented up to 5 – 7 years46,165 after articular cartilage surgery with
peak isokinetic values42,46 and total work values165 not exceeding 80% until 2 years after
surgery. The inability to regain quadriceps strength earlier in the post-operative recovery
is potentially concerning for the longevity of the cartilage repair. Women with low
quadriceps strength, defined as a hamstring to quadriceps ratio of >0.6, were found to be
at increased risk for joint space narrowing compared to women with high quadriceps
strength.166 Furthermore in a different cohort a combination of a loss in quadriceps
strength and lower Cincinnati knee scores were found as a risk factor for symptomatic
radiographic OA.167 Thus, the very patients who underwent surgery to address a cartilage
defect are potentially at risk for damaging the surgical site or the surrounding cartilage
due to post-surgical strength deficits.
Lower Extremity Function
Functional performance on the YBT statistically improved in the anterior reach
direction on the non-surgical limb when the preoperative and 3-month time points were
compared in the 2x2 ANOVA. Additionally, the reach distance on the non-surgical limb
at 3-months was similar to values reported in a healthy population.151 Evaluating anterior
reach performance on the nonsurgical limb across time (preoperative, 3-months, 6months, and 12-months) in the 2x4 ANOVA a statistical difference between preoperative
values and 3-month values was not found however a trend was seen (p=0.07). The lack
of statistical significance in the longitudinal analysis may be attributed to the decreased
sample size in the analysis. The improved reach distance at 3-months may be attributed
to the patients depending more on the non-surgical limb during the restricted weight
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bearing period the first 3-months after surgery. However, this does not explain why the
reach distance in the posteromedial or the posterolateral directions on the non-surgical
limb were not different at 3-months.
While there was no statistical difference in the non-surgical limb anterior reach
distance across 12-months there was a statistical difference in the surgical limb
posteromedial direction. Patients reached further at 12-months than at preoperative, 3month, and 6-months. Additionally, reach distance at 6-months trended higher than the
3-month value (p=0.06). Furthermore, visual (Figure 4.7) assessment of the patients’
performance in the posteromedial direction on the surgical limb mirrors the trend seen in
surgical isometric quadriceps strength values and LSI values across 12-months. These
findings suggest that while patient performance may decrease at 3-months, by 6-months
patients will continually improve from preoperative values in the posteromedial reach
distance on the surgical limb.
To our knowledge this is the first report of the YBT performance in this
population. Previous research supports a similar recovery trend with a dip at 3-months
followed by improvements to baseline scores at later time points. For example a similar
trend was reported for other low impact performance testing (step-up and-over and
forward lunge)44 and in 6-minute walk times in ACI patient168. When compared to
preoperative values it was reported patients increased the lift-up force when performing a
step-up and-over task at 3-months, 6-months, and 12-months.44 Similarly 3-month
impact index values (%BW) during a forward lunge task decreased when compared to
preoperative values. Impact values then returned to preoperative values by 6-months and
exceed preoperative values by 12-months.44 For the 6-minute walk test the distance
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patients were able to walk in 6-minutes dropped from 492m preoperatively to 434m at 3months.168 This distance improved at 6-months and surpassed the preoperative distance
by 12-months post-operative. Similar to our YBT reach distance results for the surgical
limb posteromedial direction, both studies demonstrated that performance on low impact
lower extremity functional tasks falls below preoperative values and does not approach or
exceed preoperative values until 1 year after surgery. Based upon our results the
posteromedial direction of the YBT may be another low-impact functional task clinicians
can use to document post-surgical progress during the first year in this population.
In a higher impact one-leg hop functional test battery a deficit similar to what we
found for low impact function task performance is seen in ACI patients.42 During a
single leg cross over hop and a single leg hop preoperative mean limb symmetry index of
88% dropped to 81% for the cross over hop and to 73% for the single leg hop 6-months
after surgery.42 Similarly for a single leg timed hop preoperative values were
documented to have a mean limb symmetry index of 86% which dropped to 78% at 6months after surgery.42 While values for all the hop tests improved at 9-months and at
12-months, only 77% of patients exceeded the desired 85% LSI value at 2 years after
surgery, and this was only for the crossover hop and the timed hop.42 Furthermore,
performance on the crossover hop and the timed hop tests did not exceed preoperative
values until 2 years after surgery for the ACI patients.42 Deficits were still present 2
years post-operative for the single leg hop with mean limb symmetry index values
reaching 83%.42 Overall, at 2 years only 68% of the ACI patients exceeded the 85% LSI
goal.42 In comparison, the recovery in performance on the higher impact hop test
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battery42 showed deficits for a longer period of time after surgery when compared to the
surgical limb YBT posteromedial performance documented in this study.
Due to the differences in functional performance between low and high impact
assessments a clinician may wish to keep a patient’s goals in mind when selecting
functional tests to evaluate recovery. It is possible deficits present on higher impact tests
may not reflect activities in a patient’s daily life because some patients may not have
participated in such task preoperatively for reasons other than the joint injury. Thus high
impact testing assessment may not be as clinically meaningful when evaluating
progression in rehabilitation for that patient. The surgical limb performance in the
posteromedial direction on the YBT provides clinicians with a clinically available lowimpact assessment to track a patients’ recovery. This information may assist clinicians in
the selection of a functional test to document a patients’ post-surgical recovery.
Performance of a single limb anterior reach has been reported to require the
greatest activation of the quadriceps muscle when compared to other reach directions.169
Thus, it was initially anticipated that in the anterior reach direction we would see a
decrease in performance at 3-months that would gradually improve until 12-months postoperative. However, we did not find any differences over time for reach distance in the
anterior direction. A potential explanation for this may be that patients self-selected
alternative movement patterns when performing the specific task. When performing the
functional task patients self-reported feeling hesitant to “unlock” the knee and go into
more knee flexion for fear of the knee “giving out”. Similarly patients reported believing
they could reach further if they felt more comfortable “unlocking” the knee. This
observation aligns with documented performance on the star excursion balance test, a test
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similar to the YBT, in anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction patients.170 When
performing the anterior reach direction on the SEBT anterior cruciate ligament patients
were found to have less knee flexion, less hip flexion, and more hip adduction when
compared to a healthy control group.170 Furthermore, a similar finding of decreased knee
flexion during a preoperative functional task was reported in a cohort of patients with
articular cartilage defects.159 During stair ascent it was reported that the patients had less
knee flexion in the knee with the articular cartilage defect than the uninvolved knee.159
Furthermore knee extension moment was reduced in the involved knee when compared to
the uninvolved knee and the knee of a matched control.159 The authors suggested that
this difference in the knee moment may highlight an avoidance strategy used by the
patients to decrease the demand on the involved limb’s quadriceps muscle.159 This
pattern of self-selecting alternative movement patterns on the injured limb when
performing a functional task may be similar to the quad avoidance pattern seen in gait
after anterior cruciate ligament surgery.163,171 While there was no difference in walking
velocity, at peak knee flexion anterior cruciate ligament patients categorized as weak
(<80% LSI) were found to have a reduce knee moment and a trend for reduced knee
angle compared to a control group.163 Thus patients are able to accomplish the task of
walking to the same degree as a control group, however different strategies are utilized to
accomplish the task. In our study the self-reported hesitation to go into a larger degree of
knee flexion may have been because of a reduction in stability due to quadriceps
weakness resulting in compensatory strategies with patients depending more on a hip
strategy. However, since we did not systematically measure kinematic motions when
performing the YBT we cannot confirm this theory. Further investigation into movement
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strategies utilized during functional tasks will assist in identifying the differences in
movement strategies and there in turn compensations clinicians can address in
rehabilitation.
Patient Reported Outcomes
Patient reported outcomes measured by the KOOS improved over time for four of
the five subscales. Specifically we found improvements from preoperative values in the
pain, symptoms, activities of daily living, and knee related quality of life subscales at 6months and at 12-month. Additionally, symptoms improved from 3-months to 6-months
and activities of daily living improved from 6-months and 12-months. When limiting the
analysis to only a comparison between preoperative and 3-month values there was a
statistical improvement in pain between preoperative scores and 3-month scores (p=0.02).
This may suggest that pain scores improve significantly within the first three months after
surgery.
Our values were similar to what has been reported in ACI populations by Ebert et
al172 and Robertson et al168. However the symptoms score in this study appeared to be
lower, meaning more symptomatic, at all time points and our sport and recreation scores
appear to be higher, meaning a higher perceived function level, at all time points. In the
symptoms subscale, preoperatively our value of 53 was similar to the 50.4 reported by
Robertson et al168 but lower than the 68 in the traditional weight bearing group and the 78
in the accelerated weight bearing group reported by Ebert et al172. However, our score of
72 at 12m is similar to the score of 72 reported at 4 years in a group of ACI patients with
prior microfracture surgery173 and approached the score of 79 at 12-months reported by
Robertson et al168. However, our score at 12m was still lower than 83 reported in the
tradition weight bearing group and 81 reported in the accelerated weight bearing group
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by Ebert et al.172 From these data it would appear that while our patients reported more
symptoms initially after by 12 months post-surgery they recovered to a level similar to
other ACI patient populations.
Our sport and recreation score was higher than what was reported by Robertson et
al168. This difference was most pronounced at the 3-month time point. Slight similarities
are seen between our reported preoperative values of 36 and the preoperative value of 29
and 22 reported by Ebert et al172. However, at 3-months our patients reported a score of
32 while Ebert et al172 reported a score of 11 and 6 and Robertson et al168 reported a 4.3.
Furthermore, while our 12-month values trended closer to the values reported by Ebert et
al172 and Robertson et al168 they were still elevated. Our patients reported a sport and
recreation score of 57 at 12-months whereas Ebert et al172 does not report a score of that
magnitude (55 and 61) until 2 years after surgery and Robertson et al168 never reported a
score of that magnitude. This subscale of the KOOS requires the patient to rate their
level of difficulty squatting, running, jumping, twisting on the knee, and kneeling. These
are motions that are more commonly associated with sporting activity. It is possible that
the differences in the sport and recreation scores are due to differences in the reported
average age of the patients. We had an average age of 29 years while both Ebert et al172
and Robertson et al168 reported an average age over 36. While the mean age between the
studies is close, it may be possible that the younger aged patients were more active and
potentially participating more frequently in sport activities.
The overall improvement seen in our patients from preoperative scores to 6months and from preoperative scores to 12-months exceeded the minimal clinically
importance difference suggested for the KOOS (8 – 10 points).35 Symptoms improved by
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22 points at 6-months and 23 points at 12-months. Pain improved by 10 points at 6months and 14 points at 12-months, activities of daily living improved by 8 points at 6months and 13 points at 12-months. Sports and recreation improved by 11 points at 6monts and 23 points at 12-months. Lastly, knee related quality of life improved by 12
points at 6-months and 21 points at 12-months. Furthermore, while the differences from
preoperative values and 6-months and 12-months exceed the suggested 8 – 10 point
range35, the differences for symptoms, pain, and activities of daily living at the different
time points also exceeded recently suggested minimal clinically importance difference for
the KOOS in articular cartilage patients (symptoms 9, pain 14, and activities of daily
living 10 respectively).174 Specifically, symptoms exceeded a 9 point change at both 6months and 12-months, pain exceeded a 14 point change at 12-months, and activities of
daily living exceeded a 10 point change at 12-months. This suggests that the differences
in our patients at 6-months and 12-months are improvements that are clinically
meaningful and demonstrate change beyond that of chance. While we did not find
differences between groups, these findings support that overall patients’ perceptions for
symptoms, pain, and activities of daily living were improved following the surgery and
subsequent rehabilitation.
The changes in the KOOS subscale between preoperative and 12-month values
found in our study are in the range reported in other articular cartilage surgery patients.
Five years after an ACI surgery a 17 point change in symptoms, a 19 point change in
pain, a 16 point change in activities of daily living, a 33 point change in sports and
recreation and a 32 point change in knee related quality of life were reported.175 Overall
the amount of change we found in each KOOS subscale score was less than the ACI
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cohort175 with the exception of the symptoms score. The change we saw in our pain
subscale and activities of daily living subscale was slightly less compared to the change
reported in the ACI cohort175. While the change we found for both sport and recreation
and the knee related quality of life was 10 points less than what was reported in the ACI
cohort175. Lastly, our reported change in symptoms was slightly greater than the ACI
cohort175. One explanation for this may be found in the preoperative symptoms score
reported by our patients. When comparing to others in the literature our values were
slightly lower implying that our patients were more symptomatic than comparative
cohorts168,172. Therefore, if our patients had a lower symptom score to start there may be
more room for them to improve over time without having a ceiling effect. When we
compared our results to Vanlauwe et al175, time from surgery was potentially an
explanation for why we found a smaller degree of change in KOOS scores. Our patients
were tested at 12-months post-surgery compared 5 years post-surgery175. It is interesting
to note that the progression of KOOS scores over 5 years post ACI implantation supports
a continual improvement in scores over time.176 Thus, it would be expected that patients
5 years out of surgery would have a greater amount of change when compared to
preoperative values than patients 12-months out of surgery.
While all KOOS subscale improved when preoperative values were compared to
6-months post-operative (except for sport and recreation) this was not the case for the
strength assessment and YBT assessment. Strength values did not reach or approach
preoperative values until at least 12-months after surgery and the surgical limb
posteromedial YBT direction did not reach preoperative values until 6-months after
surgery. Improvements in patient reported outcome scores before functional performance
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is an observation that has been previously reported by others in the literature. Howard et
al44 reported improvements from preoperative values in the IKDC, SF-36, Lysholm, and
WOMAC patient measures at 6-months. However, values on several performance-based
measures (weight bearing squat, step-up and over, and lung) did not approached
preoperative values in many instances until 12-months post-surgical.44 Similarly
improvements for a 6-minute walk task did not reach preoperative values until 12-months
post-surgical as reported in the study by Robertson et al168 However, preoperative value
improvements on all KOOS subscales were presented when seen 6-months postoperative.168 This trend suggests that after knee surgery patients perceive improvements
in patient reported outcomes; however these improvements may not be identifiable on
function and strength assessments. In a lengthy rehabilitation program as required for
articular cartilage rehabilitation this information is valuable. This information can be
used to educate the patients on what to expect in rehabilitation. Specifically, patients can
be informed that they may start to feel better before they are actually able to perform
tasks better or at a level they are accustom.
Adherence
A central factor potentially contributing to the lack of group differences in this
study is the treatment adherence of the patients. A high level of adherence has been
defined as 80% of the prescribed treatment.53 However, documentation of treatment
adherence is limited in many if not most post-surgical studies. In our study, we collected
adherence through two measures: traditional patient self-report diaries and an objective
compliance monitor within the NMES device. According to our patient diary our overall
treatment adherence was 55.85% with the NMES group reporting a slightly higher level
of adherence (60.00%) than the control group (48.13%). Adherence to our home
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treatment program was lower than what has been reported in patients being treated for
low back pain.177 In the patients treated for low back pain adherence to a 4-week home
exercise treatment was 71.6%.177 However our adherence level was closer to the
adherence level of 62% that was reported for patients prescribed a home treatment
program while in supervised physical therapy for various injuries.178 Nevertheless, when
compared to the desired 80% adherence level previously described both of our groups
largely missed this threshold.
We had the luxury of having the NMES equipped with an internal timer so that
we could objectively monitor adherence. We were able to document the amount of time
that the device was active. Active was defined such that the electrode pads needed to be
in contact with the skin and resistance was low enough that a current could be delivered,
i.e. the device could not just be left on and time be recorded. The adherence level on the
NMES device was much lower than the adherence level reported on the patient diary.
The NMES group reported on the patient diary performing an average of 60% of the
treatment that was prescribed. However, the average adherence recorded on the NMES
device was 25.49%, approximately 34% less than what was reported on the patient diary
log. The finding of patients overestimating the level of adherence to a prescribed
program is not uncommon. Mediation adherence was measured in cardiac failure
patients by a patient diary and an electronic monitoring device in the cap on the
medication bottle.179 In patients that reported high medication adherence on a patient
diary 14% – 54% of the patients were found to actually adhere less than 80% of the time
when examining the objective adherence monitor.179 This is of interest for in this study
there was no objective measure to document treatment adherence in the standard of care
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exercise group. Therefore, based upon the disagreement in subjective and objective
adherence in the NMES it is presumed that this group also overestimated their treatment
adherence.
Due to the lack of patient adherence to the prescribed treatment, conclusions
regarding the treatment effectiveness are limited. However, home NMES treatments
have been shown in the literature to have a positive effect on post-surgical quadriceps
strength. After a 6-week home NMES treatment in total knee arthroplasty (TKA)
patients were reported to have increase in quadriceps post-surgical strength at 3.5 weeks,
6.5 weeks, 13 weeks, and 52 week, respectively.53 However in this study the authors
reported that 77.4% of patients completed 80% or more of the prescribed treatment.
Furthermore, lowering the adherence threshold to 50%, 96.8% of patients completed 50%
or more of the prescribed treatment.53 In our study only 14.3% of patients completed
50% or more of the prescribed NMES treatment and none of our patients completed over
80% of the prescribed treatment. The differences in levels of adherence between our
study and the reported adherence in the TKA study may be an explanation for the
different findings regarding the effect of post-surgical NMES.
What is unknown is what factors resulted in a lower level of adherence in our
patients. An explanation between the levels of adherence between the TKA study53 and
ours may be the treatment supervision. In the TKA study patients had 3 days of inpatient
physical therapy followed by 2 weeks of home physical therapy.53 The supervised
treatment in the home setting appeared to keep patients accountable, for 83.9% of
patients completed 80% or more of the treatment during the first two weeks postoperative.53 Once supervision was reduced, the level of adherence then dropped to 77.4%
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for week 3 and continued to drop under 65% for the remainder of the treatment time.53
The level of adherence reported once supervision was reduced is similar to the adherence
level of 75.5% reported for a 12-week home NMES treatment study.70 While patients in
the 12-week treatment study were not supervised it was not reported if any measures
were implemented to influence adherence such as phone calls, home visits, or clinic
visits.70 In our study patients were contacted bi-weekly either by phone or in-person at
scheduled clinic visits. However, no patients crossed the 80% threshold and only 14.3%
of patients completed between 50-80% of the prescribed treatment. It is possible that if
the patients were visited in the home setting similar to the TKA study adherence levels
may have been greater.
Another factor that may have contributed to the level of adherence in our study is
the length of the prescribed treatment. Our treatment time was the first 12 weeks after
post while the TKA study that found a treatment effect for NMES had a prescribed
treatment length of 6-weeks after surgery53. However, our prescribed treatment time was
similar to the 12-week treatment time utilized by Feil et al70 in ACL patients that reported
a treatment effect for a home NMES treatment. Nevertheless, patients in our study
reported finding time to perform the treatment difficult once they went back to work,
increased the number of physical therapy visits, or increased their number of activities
during the day as rehabilitation progressed. This aligns with a theme reported in a
qualitative study examining ACI patient’s experiences during post-surgical recovery.
Patients in this cohort reported that the recovery process at times became secondary to
other life priorities.180 Our treatment time was initially selected to match the weightbearing restriction placed on the patients post-operatively. The goal of our study was to
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provide a therapeutic intervention to target the quadriceps muscle during this time with
the hopes of improving strength outcomes. However, it is possible that the length of the
treatment may have instead had a negative effect on treatment adherence. Further
research is needed to determine what barriers to treatment adherence our patients
experience and if steps can be taken by clinicians to increase treatment adherence in this
population. Lastly, the implementation of patient education should be explored.
Specifically, education should be tailored to inform the patient about the benefits of the
prescribed treatment.

Our study sought to minimize the quadriceps strength loss documented after
surgery by implementing a home NMES treatment. However, adherence to the
prescribed treatment limited us from finding a group difference. The issue of adherence
warrants further investigation. Specifically, future research should investigate what
specific factors may contribute to post-surgical treatment adherence in this population.
Furthermore, based upon the strength deficits documented on the surgical limb future
research should also evaluate the most appropriate intervention treatments to improve this
strength deficit in this patient population.
Limitations:
This study is not without limitations. One potential limitation to the study was the
lack of blinding. The participants were not blinded to group allocation. Due to the
stimulation sensation experienced by the NMES treatment, treatment group blinding was
not feasible. A sham device could have been implemented; however, it was the desire of
the researchers to compare two treatments in a realistic clinic setting. Secondly, the
investigator measuring the outcomes after group allocation was not blinded. However,
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steps were taken to address this limitation by utilizing outcome measures that objectively
documented patient performance. Finally, a major limitation in this study was the lack of
adherence to the prescribed home-treatment program potentially influencing the ability to
find a difference between groups.
Conclusion:
Based upon our findings recovery in strength, function, and patient reported
outcome scores after articular cartilage surgery is a slow process. After articular cartilage
surgery patients have large quadriceps strength deficits on the surgical limb that persist at
least a year after surgery. However, quadriceps strength does slowly improve over this
period of time. Functional deficits in the posteromedial direction when performing a
single-limb functional task on the surgical limb are seen initially after surgery followed
by a gradual improvement. KOOS scores for pain, symptoms, activities of daily living
and knee related quality of life improve by 6-months post-operatively. Lastly, there was
no effect for a NMES home treatment program. However, more importantly patients
minimally adhere to a prescribed homes NMES treatment program.
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Table 4.1: Patient demographics for all the included participants.
Number of Participants
Gender (M/F)
Males
Females
Age (yrs)
BMI
Defect Size (cm2)
Lesion Location
Medial Femoral Condyle
Lateral Femoral Condyle
Patella/Trochlea
Multiple Sites

Total
N=29

NMES
n=14

Control
n=15

p-value

17 (59%)
12 (41%)
29+10
28+6
5.53+2.87 cm2

7 (50%)
7 (50%)
30+11
28+6
5.53+3.24cm2

10 (67%)
5 (33%)
29+9
27+6
5.69+2.70 cm2

p=0.462

14 (48%)
10 (35%)
3 (10%)
2 (7%)

6 (43%)
6 (43%)
1 (7%)
1 (7%)

8 (53%)
4 (27%)
2 (13%)
1 (7%)

Procedure

p=0.906
p=0.720
p=0.992
p=0.803

p=0.572

Autologous Chondrocyte Implant
11 (38%)
Osteochondral Allograft
17 (59%)
Particulated Juvenile Cartilage
1 (3%)
Values presented as means+sd or number (%) where appropriate.
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6 (43%)
8 (57%)
0 (0%)

5 (33%)
9 (60%)
1 (7%)

Table 4.2: Baseline mean and standard deviation values for all outcome variables.
Total

NMES

Control

p-value

Isometric Quadriceps Strength (Nm/kg)
N=28
n=14
n=14
Number of Participants
a
1.77+0.80
p=0.42
Surgical
1.65+0.76
1.88+0.69
2.32+0.80
p=0.77
Non-Surgical
2.27+0.69 a
2.37+0.81
a
76.49+18.04
p=0.16
LSI (%)
71.39+15.34
81.23+19.59
Y-Balance Test
Number of Participants
N=27 b
n=13
n=14
58.49+10.00
p=0.61
Surgical Anterior Direction
57.46+6.59
59.45+12.55
62.15+9.43
p=0.87
Non-Surgical Anterior Direction
62.44+9.08
61.85+10.11
93.40+12.59
p=0.59
Surgical Posteromedial Direction
92.01+10.00
94.69+14.87
101.97+15.07
p=0.54
Non-Surgical Posteromedial Direction
99.41+16.37
102.98+14.03
Surgical Posterolateral Direction
88.18+13.71
84.95+11.13
91.18+15.54
p=0.25
96.02+12.60
p=0.34
Non-Surgical Posterolateral Direction
93.68+12.08
98.35+13.12
KOOS Questionnaire
N=28
n=14
n=14
Number of Participants
54.46+18.71
p=0.50
Symptoms
52.00+16.16
56.93+21.28
64.68+18.38
p=0.90
Pain
65.14+14.20
64.21+22.36
Activities of Daily Living
72.61+20.14
70.86+14.64
74.35+24.93
p=0.65
36.07+29.86
p=0.24
Sport and Recreation
29.29+25.26
42.86+33.38
30.64+18.70
p=0.28
Knee Related Quality of Life
26.79+19.48
34.50+17.74
a
b
One patient’s values were unable to be converted to Nm due to missing the shank length, NMES n=13. Due to one patient being
unable to perform baseline measuring on their surgical limb Total N=27, NMES surgical limb n=13.
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Table 4.3: Change scores between baseline and three-month post-surgical for all outcome variables.
Number of Participants
Isometric Quadriceps Strength (Nm/kg)
Surgical
Non-Surgical
LSI (%)

Total
N=25

NMES
n=13

Control
n=12

-0.63+0.67
-0.13+0.44
-26.88+25.03

-0.47+0.67
-0.13+0.51
-18.56+20.69

-0.80+0.66
-0.12+0.37
-35.90+27.01

Y-Balance Testa
-2.31+5.84
Surgical Anterior Direction
-0.15+4.31
-4.47+6.54
3.67+5.41
Non-Surgical Anterior Direction
4.10+6.04
3.25+4.95
-1.50+9.96
Surgical Posteromedial Direction
-0.65+9.62
-2.33+10.69
2.32+8.75
Non-Surgical Posteromedial Direction
1.65+8.25
3.00+9.59
-1.34+11.78
Surgical Posterolateral Direction
-0.10+14.53
-2.58+8.77
Non-Surgical Posterolateral Direction
1.50+7.72
-0.20+9.05
3.20+6.09
KOOS Questionnaire
6.22+19.6
Symptoms
5.00+21.72
7.55+18.07
8.17+15.19
Pain
5.92+14.53
10.64+16.21
6.36+17.27
Activities of Daily Living
7.58+15.73
4.90+19.73
-4.31+31.75
Sport and Recreation
1.25+26.98
-11.00+37.03
Knee Related Quality of Life
5.17+17.17
3.67+15.00
6.82+19.90
a
Values presented as means and standard deviations. Due to patients being unable to complete YBT testing Total N==22, N=11 for
the surgical limb testing and N=11 for the non-surgical limb testing.
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Table 4.4: Repeated measures ANOVA results comparing baseline and three-month post-surgical values for all outcome variables.
Number of Participants
Isometric Quadriceps Strength (Nm/kg)
Surgical
Non-Surgical
LSI (%)

Baseline
N=25

3-Months
N=25

p-value

1.72+0.70
2.26+0.76
76.44+18.78

1.09+0.58
2.13+0.55
49.56+17.05

p=0.18
p<0.00*
p=0.00*

Y-Balance Testa
58.02+10.64
55.71+9.21
p=0.07
Surgical Anterior Direction
62.79+9.44
66.46+9.65
p=0.01*
Non-Surgical Anterior Direction
93.19+13.34
91.70+13.05
p=0.50
Surgical Posteromedial Direction
104.45+12.51
106.77+10.96
p=0.24
Non-Surgical Posteromedial Direction
88.03+14.75
86.69+13.54
p=0.61
Surgical Posterolateral Direction
Non-Surgical Posterolateral Direction
96.90+11.39
98.41+12.78
p=0.37
KOOS Questionnaire
53.57+18.76
59.78+19.48
p=0.15
Symptoms
64.83+20.12
73.00+19.28
p=0.02*
Pain
74.05+21.96
80.41+20.59
p=0.11
Activities of Daily Living
36.36+30.79
32.05+29.69
p=0.48
Sport and Recreation
Knee Related Quality of Life
32.77+17.51
36.78+ 18.12
p=0.22
Values presented as means and standard deviations. P values presented are for time effect; *denotes significant differences between
baseline and 3 months. Group effect p-values did not exceed 0.05 therefore are not presented. aDue to patients being unable to
complete testing Total N=22, N=11 for the surgical limb testing and N=11 for the healthy limb testing.
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Table 4.5: Change scores for the KOOS subscales during the first post-operative year.
Number of Participants
Time points
KOOS Questionnaire Subscales
Symptoms
Pain
Activities of Daily Livinga
Sport and Recreationa
Knee Related Quality of Life

n=14
Preoperative – 3-months

n=14
3-months – 6-months

n=14
6-months – 12-months

8.43+18.84*
6.29+12.24
4.77+11.13
-5.00+31.29
7.64+19.61*

13.28+19.98*†
3.64+12.16
3.46+7.69
16.15+35.36*
3.93+15.24

1.21+14.41
4.43+11.32
4.50+7.56
12.50+26.00*
9.07+20.11*

Time points
Preoperative – 3-months Preoperative – 6-months Preoperative – 12-months
KOOS Questionnaire Subscales
Symptoms
8.43+18.84*
21.71+30.98*†
22.93+20.58*†
Pain
6.29+12.24
9.92+14.91*
14.36+12.79*†
Activities of Daily Livinga
4.77+11.13
9.71+12.50*
14.21+12.18*†
a
Sport and Recreation
-5.00+31.29
11.07+37.27*
23.57+35.16*
Knee Related Quality of Life
7.64+19.61*
11.57+16.75*
20.64+14.59*
a
Values presented as means and standard deviations. N=13 for the activities of daily living and sport and recreation subscale.
*Exceeded suggested MCID of 8 -10 points, †Exceeded recently suggested MCID values Symptoms=9 points, Pain=14 points,
Activities of Daily Living=10 points, Sport and Recreation=28 points, Knee Related Quality of Life=28 points.
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Table 4.6: Adherence to the prescribed treatment documented by the neuromuscular electrical stimulation device.
Adherent (>80%)
Moderately Adherent (50 – 80%)
Minimally Adherent (20 – 50%)
Non – Adherent ( <10%)
Not Reported
– denotes no patients within that adherence category.
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n (%)
0 (0%)
2 (14.3%)
4 (28.6%)
5 (35.7%)
3 (21.4%)

Percentage of Treatment Completed
–
65%, 72%
14%, 22%, 39%, 41%
2%, 3%, 6%, 7%, 8%
–

Figure 4.1: Y-Balance Test (YBT) reach directions: (A) anterior direction, (B) posteromedial direction, (C) posterolateral direction

A

B
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C

Figure 4.2: Seated isometric quadriceps strength testing set-up with a portable dynamometer.
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Figure 4.3: Recruitment and enrollment chart for all patients.

47 Eligible

30 Consented
1 participant never
had surgery
29 Participated

Neuromuscular Electrical
Stimulation Group

Standard of Care
Group

Preoperative N=14

Preoperative N=15

3–months N=13

3–months N=12

N=1 Loss to follow-up:
unknown reasons

N=5 Loss to follow-up
- 1 other medical issue
- 2 work conflict
- 1 family conflict
- 1 unknown reasons

N=1 participant within
testing period
N=2 Loss to follow-up:
- 1 moved away
- 1 unknown reason

N=2 Unable to be tested
at 6-months due to
symptoms
6–months N=8

6–months N=10

N=2 participants within
testing period
12–months N=6

12–months N=5

N=2 participants within
testing period
N=3 Loss to follow-up:
- 2 unknown reasons
- 1 contralateral knee
injury

The number of patients that were a loss to follow-up are presented in the side boxes between
time points.
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Figure 4.4: Isometric quadriceps strength normalized to body weight for the surgical limb across time.
3.5

3

*

† ‡
*

‡

Peak Torque (Nm/kg)

2.5

2
Control
NMES

1.5

Total
1

0.5

0
Preop

3-months

6-months

12-months

Time

There was no effect for group (p=0.82) but there was an effect for time (p=0.03). *preoperative (preop) compared to 3-months (3m),
†3-months compared to 12-months (12m), and ‡6-months (6m) compared to 12-months. n: Control 5, NMES 6.
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Figure 4.5 Isometric quadriceps strength normalized to body weight for the non-surgical limb across time.
4

3.5

Peak Torque (Nm/kg)

3

2.5
Control

2

NMES
Total

1.5

1

0.5

0
Preop

3-months

6-months
Time

There was no effect for group (p=0.92) or time (p=0.97). N: Control 5, NMES 6
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12-months

Figure 4.6: Limb symmetry index for isometric normalized quadriceps strength across time.
120

*†

Limb symmetry Index (%)

100

§ ||

*‡§

† ‡ ||

80

60

Control
NMES
Total

40

20

0
Preop

3-months

6-months

12-months

Time

There was no effect for group (p=0.55) but there was an effect for time (p=0.05). N: Control 5, NMES 6. *preoperative (preop)
compared to 3-months (3m), †preoperative compared to 6-months, ‡3-months to 6-months, §3-months to 12-months, and || 6-months
to 12-months.
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Figure 4.7: Y-balance test (YBT) performance in the anterior (ANT), posteromedial (PM), and posterolateral (PL) directions across
time for both the surgical (Surg) and non-surgical (NonSurg) limbs.
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PM Surg
Preop
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PM NonSurg
6-months

PL Surg

PL NonSurg
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There was a statistical significant effect for time in the surgical posteromedial direction, *preoperative (preop) compared to 12months, †3-months compared to 12-months, and ‡6-months compared to 12-months. N: Control 4, NMES 6.
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Figure 4.8: Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) sub-scales across time.
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Preop

3-months

6-months
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Knee Related Quality of
Life
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Statistical significant time effect for symptoms, pain, activities of daily living (ADL), and knee related quality of life (QL), *denotes
significance between time points for the respective subscales. Symptoms, pain, ADL, & QL were statistically different between
preoperative and 6m, preoperative and 12m, and 3m and 12m. Additionally statistical differences were present for symptom between
3m and 6m and for ADL between 6m and 12m. N: Control 7, NMES 7.
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Summary
The primary purpose of this group of studies was to investigate available
rehabilitation treatment options for addressing post-surgical quadriceps weakness after
articular cartilage surgery and to develop a model to explain a patients’ adherence to a
health care provider’s prescriptions. The specific aims of the study were as follows:


Specific Aim 1: To determine the most effective neuromuscular electrical
stimulation (NMES) treatment parameters for post-operative quadriceps strength.



Specific Aim 2: To propose a theoretical framework for influencing adherence to
a post-surgical rehabilitation. From this aim we will (1) provide health care
providers with a set of guidelines to systematically identify situational and
personal factors that may contribute to the rehabilitation process and (2) propose
interventions to address the factors identified.



Specific Aim 3: To evaluate the effect of a 12-week home-based neuromuscular
electrical stimulation treatment program compared to the standard of care on
isometric quadriceps strength, functional performance, and subjective function at
3-month post-surgery in articular cartilage patients. We hypothesize that a postoperative home-based NMES treatment will result in greater isometric quadriceps
strength, improved lower extremity function and reported subjective function at 3months when compared to the current standard of care treatment.

Summary
Based upon our findings multiple conclusions can be made regarding postsurgical quadriceps weakness after articular cartilage surgery:
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First, in specific aim 1 we found level B evidence to summarize and better
uexplain the NMES parameters associated with large effect sizes for post-surgical
quadriceps weakness. Specifically, we made recommendations for treatment intensity
level, electrode size, frequency, initiation time of the treatment and the occurrence of
treatment sessions. The parameter selection for waveform shape, pulse duration, current,
and duty cycle were heterogeneous between studies. Therefore, a clear consensus on the
effect of waveform shape, pulse duration, current, and duty cycle on post-surgical
quadriceps strength could not be made. Nevertheless, our recommendations are the best
available evidence at this time to choose the following parameters when utilizing NMES
for post-surgical quadriceps strength: treatment intensity level, electrode size, frequency,
initiation time of the treatment and the occurrence of treatment sessions.
Secondly, in specific aim 2 the health belief model was referenced to build a
theoretical framework to identify factors that may influence patient adherence, the
Physically Active Patient Centered Health Belief Model. To increase the clinical
application of this model we presented interventional strategies that could be
implemented to address treatment adherence. Influential factors were categorized under
the specific constructs of the health belief model (perceived severity, perceived
susceptibility, perceived barriers, perceived benefits, self-efficacy, and cues to action).
Based upon these constructs we have presented questions a health care clinician can ask
patients to facilitate and maintain clinician-patient conversation related to adherence.
This framework provided by the Physically Active Centered Health Belief Model offers
clinicians a guideline to systematically investigate factors influential to adherence.
Additionally, the application of the adapted health belief model may assist health care
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providers improve the clinician-patient conversation concerning treatment adherence and
subsequently what interventional strategies that may be applied.
Lastly, in specific aim 3 we did not find a treatment effect for a 12-week NMES
home treatment program on post-surgical quadriceps strength, lower extremity function,
or patient reported outcome scores in articular cartilage patients. It is possible that the
non-significant finding was due to a lack of patient adherence. Adherence objectively
recorded on the NMES device suggested that overall patients did less than 26% of the
prescribed treatment. Nevertheless, from our data we were able to describe quadriceps
strength, lower extremity function, and KOOS patient reported outcome score recovery
over the first post-operative year. Specifically, we found that post-surgical quadriceps
strength on the surgical limb and the limb symmetry index values at 3-months drop below
baseline values. However, after 3-months these values positively improved approaching
baseline values 12-months post surgery. Secondly, we found that performance on the
YBT did not change over time for the anterior direction or posterolateral direction on the
surgical limb. The lack of a significant finding in YBT performance over time can be
attributed to compensation movement strategies substituted by patients. We did find
changes in the posteromedial direction with performance surpassing baseline values by
12-months after surgery. Lastly, we found that the values for symptoms, pain, activities
of daily living and knee related quality of life statistically improved surpassing baseline
values at 6-months. Out of the dependent variables utilized in our study to document
outcomes after surgery the KOOS was the outcome to show the earliest post-surgical
improvement. Specifically, the KOOS scores highlighted progress before improvements
were documented in function performance and strength values. This suggests that
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patients may perceive progress before improvement is documented through objective
measurements of function and strength.
Future Research
Multiple future research directions were born out of this series of studies. The
first direction is exploration of factors influential to a patients’ adherence to treatment
and interventions, such as patient education, that may be implemented to minimize nonadherence in this population. The second direction is investigation of alternative
treatments that could assist in recovering quadriceps strength after surgery. A final
direction is the investigation of movement compensation strategies adopted by patients
after articular cartilage surgery.
A primary area of future research focus would be to focus on patients’ adherence
to a home-treatment program. Many factors can contribute to a patients’ level of
adherence thus it is difficult to explain our level of non-adherence to one specific
variable. Theories such as the Health Belief Model have been created to help health care
providers identify factors unique to a patient that may contribute to a patient’s level of
adherence. The implementation of such a theory during the rehabilitation process may
help clinicians and patients identify and address potential factors that would influence
adherence. Specifically, when examining our prescribed treatment, the length of the
prescribed NMES treatment may have influenced patients’ level of adherence. Patients
in our study reported it difficult to find time to perform the home treatment once they
went back to work, increased the number of physical therapy visits, or increased their
number of activities during the day as rehabilitation progressed. A qualitative study on
patient experiences after an ACI procedure found a similar theme in the patient’s
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recovery. Patients in this cohort reported that the recovery process at times became a
secondary focus compared to other life priorities.180 While it is impossible to avoid all
factors influencing adherence implementing such a theoretical model continually through
the rehabilitation process may help a patient identify life priorities that may deter
treatment adherence.
Another area of future research should focus on the parameters of patient
education and the role of expectations. The trend of early improvement seen in the
patient reported outcome scores over the first post-operative year could assist clinicians
in educating patients what to expect during the post-operative recovery and rehabilitation.
Specifically the knowledge that many patients initially experience reductions in
perception of pain followed by improvements in symptoms, activities of daily living and
knee related quality of life at 6-months can be conveyed to patients to educate them on
the longevity of the rehabilitation progress. Patients have reported that they expected the
rehabilitation process to progress quicker.180 Furthermore, the length of the rehabilitation
process was noted as a source of frustration for patients in turn reducing motivation
making adherence to home programs difficult.180 Providing patient education explaining
the recovery process may help patients modulate expectations after surgery.
Patients in this study were found to present with persistent quadriceps weakness
on the surgical limb after surgery. While strength values did improve over time patients
did not approach baseline values until one year after surgery. This finding is similar to
what has been reported in the literature for strength recovery after articular cartilage
surgery. While the intervention we selected did not have a treatment effect it is possible
other interventions, such as blood flow restrictive therapy, may be beneficial. Blood flow
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restrictive therapy has been shown to have a moderate to high effect on post-surgical
strength while performing low-intensity exercises.181 Future research should evaluate
treatment interventions that can be implemented to address the quadriceps weakness
documented.
Lastly, the movement strategies patients utilized to accomplish functional tasks
after articular cartilage surgery are not well understood. In our study it was found that
patients’ performance relatively did not change over time for the Y-balance test with the
exception of the posteromedial reach on the surgical limb. It is theorized that this nonsignificant finding may be due to compensatory movement strategies implemented by the
patient, specifically, a quad avoidance movement strategy. Future research should
investigate the movement strategies implemented in this patient population. This
information will assist clinicians in both evaluating patients progression in rehabilitation
through appropriate test assessment selection and in the identification of deficits to target
in rehabilitation.
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Appendix A: Neuromuscular electrical stimulation home treatment diary
Name:
Instructions:
Step 1 Perform the quadriceps exercises with the garment prescribed to you for the research study. You will
perform this treatment on program 2 (P2) for 20 minutes. The first 2 minutes of the treatment is a warm-up
period to get you accustomed to the stimulation. After the warm-up period, a 15-minute exercise-period will
Step 2 After you have completed the 20-minute treatment, please perform the home exercises prescribed by your
therapist. (If you have already completed the prescribed exercises today please proceed to step 3).

Step 3 If you desire to apply ice, Cryocuff, or GameReady to your knee please do so once you have completed all of
your exercises
Additional Information:
If your physical therapist has prescribed you to do the same exercise you currently perform for the research
study. Please perform each set of exercises separately.
It is possible that the amount of exercises prescribed by your therapist will be different than the amount
prescribed by the study. Please treat each exercise program individually.

Please don't hesitate to call if you have any questions (859) 218-0578
Thank you for your time!
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Treatment Session 1
Time

Intensity

Pain

Treatment Session 2
Time

Intensity

Week 1
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 2
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 3
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
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Pain

Treatment Session 3
Time

Intensity

Pain

Completion of PT prescribed
exercises (Y/N)

Treatment Session 1
Time

Intensity

Pain

Treatment Session 2
Time

Intensity

Week 4
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 5
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 6
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
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Pain

Treatment Session 3
Time

Intensity

Pain

Completion of PT prescribed
exercises (Y/N)

Treatment Session 1
Time

Intensity

Pain

Treatment Session 2
Time

Intensity

Week 7
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 8
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 9
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
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Pain

Treatment Session 3
Time

Intensity

Pain

Completion of PT prescribed
exercises (Y/N)

Treatment Session 1
Time

Intensity

Pain

Treatment Session 2
Time

Intensity

Week 10
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 11
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 12
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
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Pain

Treatment Session 3
Time

Intensity

Pain

Completion of PT prescribed
exercises (Y/N)

Appendix B: Standard of care home treatment diary
Name:
Instructions:
Step 1 Perform the quadriceps exercise prescribed to you for the research study. You will perform the exercise for
a total of 15 minutes, holding the quadriceps contraction for 4 seconds followed by a rest time of 10
seconds between each contraction. This will be done 5 days a week, 3 times a day.
Step 2 After you have completed the 15 minutes of your study exercises please perform the home exercises
prescribed by your therapist. (If you have already completed the prescribed exercises today please proceed to
step 3).
Step 3 If you desire to apply ice, Cryocuff, or GameReady to your knee please do so once you have completed all of
your exercises.
Additional Information:
If your physical therapist has prescribed you to do the same exercise you currently perform for the research
study. Please perform each set of exercises separately.
It is possible that the amount of exercises prescribed by your therapist will be different than the amount
prescribed by the study. Please treat each exercise program individually. Please document in the left hand
column whether you were able to complete the home exercises prescribed by your physical therapist.
Please don't hesitate to call if you have any questions (859) 218-0578
Thank you for your time!
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Treatment Session 1
Number
Time
Performed Pain

Treatment Session 2
Number
Time Performed Pain

Week 1
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 2
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 3
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
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Treatment Session 3
Number
Time
Performed

Pain

Completion of PT prescribed
exercises (Y/N)

Treatment Session 1
Number
Time
Performed Pain

Treatment Session 2
Number
Time Performed Pain

Week 4
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 5
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 6
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
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Treatment Session 3
Number
Time
Performed Pain

Completion of PT prescribed
exercises (Y/N)

Treatment Session 1
Number
Time
Performed Pain

Treatment Session 2
Number
Time Performed Pain

Week 7
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 8
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 9
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
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Treatment Session 3
Number
Time
Performed Pain

Completion of PT prescribed
exercises (Y/N)

Treatment Session 1
Number
Time
Performed Pain

Treatment Session 2
Number
Time Performed Pain

Week 10
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 11
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Week 12
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
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Treatment Session 3
Number
Time
Performed Pain

Completion of PT prescribed
exercises (Y/N)

Appendix C: Knee Osteoarthritis and Injury Outcome Score
S15 Koos Knee Score
Patient Name______________________________ ID _____________________ Side

Right

Left

Date of review: _____/______/______ OR Follow up period: PreOp OR _______ weeks/months/years (circle one)
INSTRUCTIONS: This survey asks for your view about your knee. This information will help us keep track of how you feel about your knee
and how well you are able to do your usual activities. Answer every question by ticking the appropriate box, only one box for each
question. If you are unsure about how to answer a question, please give the best answer you can.
Symptoms
These questions should be answered thinking of your knee symptoms during the last week.
S1. Do you have swelling in your knee?
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
S2. Do you feel grinding, hear clicking or any other type of noise when your knee moves?

Often

Always

Never
Rarely
S3. Does your knee catch or hang up when moving?

Sometimes

Often

Always

Never
S4. Can you straighten your knee fully?

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Always

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Always
S5. Can you bend your knee fully?
Always
Stiffness

The following questions concern the amount of joint stiffness you have experienced during the last week in your knee. Stiffness is a
sensation of restriction or slowness in the ease with which you move your knee joint.
S6. How severe is your knee joint stiffness after first wakening in the morning?
None
Mild
Moderate
S7. How severe is your knee stiffness after sitting, lying or resting later in the day?
None

Mild

Severe

Extreme

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Weekly

Daily

Always

Pain
P1. How often do you experience knee pain?
Never

Monthly

What amount of knee pain have you experienced the last week during the following activities?
P2. Twisting/pivoting on your knee
None
P3. Straightening knee fully
None
P4. Bending knee fully
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme
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Pain, continued
P5. Walking on flat surface
None
P6. Going up or down stairs
None
P7. At night while in bed

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

P8. Sitting or lying
P9. Standing upright

Function, daily living
The following questions concern your physical function. By this we mean your ability to move around and to look after yourself. For each
of the following activities please indicate the degree of difficulty you have experienced in the last week due to your knee.
A1. Descending stairs
None
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Extreme
A2. Ascending stairs
None
A3. Rising from sitting

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None
A5. Bending to floor/pick up an object

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None
A6. Walking on flat surface

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None
A7. Getting in/out of car
None
A8. Going shopping

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None
A9. Putting on socks/stockings

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None
Mild
A12. Lying in bed (turning over, maintaining knee position)

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None
A13. Getting in/out of bath
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

A4. Standing

None
A10. Rising from bed
None
A11. Taking off socks/stockings

S15 Koos Knee Score.doc
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For each of the following activities please indicate the degree of difficulty you have experienced in the last week due to your knee.
A14. Sitting
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

A15. Getting on/off toilet
None

A16. Heavy domestic duties (moving heavy boxes, scrubbing floors, etc)
None

Mild

A17. Light domestic duties (cooking, dusting, etc)
None

Mild

Function, sports and recreational activities
The following questions concern your physical function when being active on a higher level. The questions should be answered thinking
of what degree of difficulty you have experienced during the last week due to your knee.
SP1. Squatting
None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None
Mild
SP4. Twisting/pivoting on your injured knee

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

None

Mild

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

SP2. Running
SP3. Jumping

SP5. Kneeling

Quality of Life
Q1. How often are you aware of your knee problem?
Never
Monthly
Weekly
Daily
Q2. Have you modified your life style to avoid potentially damaging activities to your knee?

Constantly

Not at all
Mildly
Moderately
Q3. How much are you troubled with lack of confidence in your knee?

Severely

Totally

Not at all
Mildly
Q4. In general, how much difficulty do you have with your knee?
None
Mild

Moderately

Severely

Extremely

Moderate

Severe

Extreme

Thank you very much for completing all the questions in this questionnaire.
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Lexington, KY
Chronic Groin Pain in a Collegiate Football Running Back
Whale, CE, Pass, AN, Tripp, PM
2010 Southeast Athletic Trainers’ Association Student Workshop, Atlanta, GA
PEER-REVIEWED BOOK CHAPTER
Whale, CE, Mattacola, CG. To what extent do foot orthotics help treat
impairments associated with ankle sprains?. Quick Questions in Ankle Sprains:
Expert Advice in Sports Medicine. Patrick O McKeon, Erik Wikstrom. Slack
Incorporated. 2015. 135-138.
NON PEER REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS
Lattermann C., Whale Conley CE. Rehabilitation after Articular Cartilage Repair
in the Knee. International Cartilage Repair Society Winter Newsletter.
2016;22:32-33.
ADVISING ACTIVITY
Master’s Degree – Graduates:
Goldstein, Sarah (May 2016) – Doctoral Student Advisor
Thesis: The Effect of a Home-based Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation
Program on Formalized Rehabilitation Adherence in Patients Following
Cartilage Defect Repair
Chamberlain, Amanda (May 2015) – Doctoral Student Advisor
Thesis: Development of a Lower Extremity Functional Endurance Test
Frank, Sharon (May 2014) – Doctoral Student Advisor
Thesis: Epidemiological Analysis of Women’s Soccer Injuries
FUNDED/IN REVIEW GRANT ACTIVITY:
Co-Investigator: $41,400.00 DJO Research Grant Application, DJO Global,
Vista, CA, January 2014.
Effect of a Superimposed Electrical Stimulation Knee Garment on Strength,
Function, and Patient Reported Outcomes after Knee Surgery
Whale, C.E., Mattacola, C.G.
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Co-Investigator: $4,000.00 Center for Clinical and Translational Science,
University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY November 2014.
Effectiveness of a Post-Surgical 12-week Home-Based Neuromuscular
Electrical Stimulation Treatment on Isometric Quadriceps Strength, Function,
and Patient Reported Outcomes after Articular Cartilage Repair Surgery
Whale, C.E., Mattacola, C.G., VanMeter Dressler, E.M., Lattermann, C.
Administrator: $660 Graduate Student Travel Grant, University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, AR March 2012.
Predictive Value of the Jump Task for Injury among Division-1 Female Soccer
Athletes
Whale, C.E., Oliver, G., Tripp, P.M.
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY
Reviewer, Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research (2016 – current)
Reviewer, International Journal of Athletic Training & Therapy (2016 – current)
Reviewer, Journal of Sport Rehabilitation (2013 – current)
TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES
PAS 610 Summer 1 May 2017 Instructor
KHP 340 Introduction to Athletic Training January 2014–May 2017 Instructor
This is a 2-credit introduction to athletic training course. Lecture and laboratory
experience will emphasize prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of injuries.
Films and other visuals will be used to supplement instruction. The student will
have an opportunity to gain practical experience in the field of athletic training.
PT 686 Principles of Athletic Taping Elective Summer 2013–2016 Co-Instructor
This one credit course is designed to be an introduction to taping techniques for
orthopedic and sports-related pathologies. The student will become proficient in
taping psychomotor skills and will learn appropriate taping techniques for a given
pathology or injury. Students will also learn current evidence supporting various
taping techniques.
AT 740 Musculoskeletal Anatomical Dissection Summer 2013–2016 Teaching Assistant
This course is a 3-credit cadaver anatomy laboratory course, which will include
examination and dissection of the human cadaver. Lectures and laboratory
experience will emphasize the musculoskeletal, articular, nervous, and vascular
systems particularly as they relate to athletic injury mechanism and evaluation.
SERVICE ACTIVITIES
Camp Horsin’ Around Camp Out Fundraiser (September 2015, 2016)
Assisted with the online auction and registration
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UKHealth Care Booth Kentucky Bank Tennis Championships (July 2016)
Assisted with UKHealth Care Sports Medicine Promotional Booth
Lexington Habitat for Humanity ReStore (April 2016)
Assisted with donation acceptance, donation sorting, and item pricing for the local
Habitat for Humanity store, ReStore. All the proceeds from the sales within the
store are utilized to support the Lexington Habitat for Humanity organization.
UKHealth Care Annual Physicals (Summer 2013, 2014)
Assisted with the Fayette County Annual Sports Physical for high school athletes
Annual Dog Paddle (September 2013)
Assisted with the annual Friends of the Dog Park fundraiser. The event raised
money for the local organization Friends of the Dog Park to maintain the city’s
dog parks.
MEMBERSHIP IN SCIENTIFIC/PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Member, National Athletic Trainers’ Association (December 2010 – Current)
Member, Southeaster Athletic Trainers’ Association (June 2012 – Current)
Member, Southwest Athletic Trainers’ Association (December 2010 – December 2011)
Member, Athletic Trainers’ Association of Arkansas (December 2010 – December 2011)
Member, Student Athletic Training Organization (December 2009 – December 2010)
HONORS AND AWARDS
Research Assistantship University of Kentucky (August 2012 – Current)
Graduate Assistantship University of Arkansas Athletics (June 2010 – June 2012)
Golden Key International Honour Society (October 2011)
Dr. Shaara Memorial Scholarship Recipient (December 2009-May 2010)
Description: An award given to an outstanding athletic training student in
memory of former University of Florida team physician Dr. Richard Shaara. The
athletic training student must represent him or herself in a way that would
positively reflect the values and principles Dr. Shaara implemented and expressed
each day
College of Health and Human Performance Dean’s List (January 2009- May 2009)
College of Health and Human Performance Dean’s List (August 2008- December 2008)
University of Florida, 2008 Rec Sports Fitness Supervisor of the Year
College of Health and Human Performance Dean’s List (January 2007- May 2007)
Florida Undergraduate (Bright Futures) Scholarship (May 2006 – May 2010)
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